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Editor’s Corner

3. Groundbreaking surveys conducted by Bart and
the team of Bart, Will, and Jess in the forests of
Central America

By Edward Frank
Webmaster , BBS Administrator,
eNTS Magazine Editor-in-Chief
edfrank@nativetreesociety.org

4. Erik's continued work in NYC
5. The decision of several California expert tree
hunters to not disclose publicly new super-tree finds
in response to damage caused by over-visitation

Welcome to the new people who have joined NTS in
the past year. For those of you who do not know me,
I became a member of the Eastern Native Tree
Society in the mid 1990’s and played a significant
role in moving the organization to what you see
today. I created the current website for the group, I
set up the current BBS, I run the Facebook Group for
the Native Tree Society, I wrote the Tree measuring
articles on Wikipedia, and have been active in tree
measuring for over a decade. I took a hiatus from the
group a couple of years ago. I still read many of the
posts, and still ran the Facebook group, but was not
as active in posting and replying to messages on the
BBS. I plan to become more active again, but
perhaps not to the extent I formerly was. I am
starting by creating these four issues of the eNTS
Magazine for the year 2016.

6. Also exciting for me were Mark's pine finds in
Kentucky and the Adirondacks, discovering tall
Tulips and Sassafras near the species' northern limit
in NY, and exploring more of Zoar Valley with Erik.
I spoke to Bob Leverett on the phone and he was
most excited about the collaboration with Virginia
Tech in creating a public database of our efforts.
This is an ongoing project. Selections of posts on
this collaboration are included in Volume 6, No. 4,
2016.
I am enthusiastic about the Virginia Tech link. The
main reason I joined NTS in the first place was to
provide a way through a website to keep the research
and documentation efforts of the members from
being lost on an obscure discussion list and to make
them available to the public. I have always pushed
our scientific efforts and see this as an extension, and
perhaps a realization of that long term goal. I would
also like to see the group delve into serious
considerations of the aesthetics and philosophical
aspects of forests and trees more so than just casual
taking of pretty pictures.

I posted to the group asking what were the most
important or interesting stories of 2016 to include in
the issue. I received a number of replies. Initially I
planned to just have a single moderate sized
overview of the year. However, I opted upon going
over the posts in detail to go with a more
comprehensive four volume set. This is the first of
four magazines for 2016. All are3 to be issued on the
same date. I hope you enjoy them.

I hope everyone has a good year and I hope to again
become a more active member of the community.

Matt Markworth, Larry Tucei, and Erik Danielson
each provided suggestions of research they had
accomplished during the year. All of their
suggestions are included. Elijah Whitcomb provided
a list of items that he felt were important to the group
overall:

Edward Forrest Frank
https://edwardforrrestfrank.wordpress.com/

1. The ongoing relationship between NTS &
American Forests
2. The promising development of a meaningful
scientific outlet in Bob Leverett's continuing work
with Virginia Tech
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Publishing The Bulletin of
ENTS:Change of Guard

Re: Publishing The Bulletin
of ENTS:Change of Guard

by dbhguru » Sun Dec 27, 2015 11:36 am

by DonCBragg » Wed Dec 30, 2015 8:12 am

Hi Ents,

It has been my privilege to serve in this capacity, and
I look forward to continuing to help into the future
with the Bulletin. I am very willing to help with the
transition in any way I can--now all we need is
someone to step up to the plate!

Our esteemed producer of the Bulletin of the
Eastern Native Tree Society, Dr. Don Bragg, will
soon publish his last edition. Don is not only an
extremely busy research forester in the U.S. Forest
Service, he is also the editor of the prestigious SAF
Journal of Forestry. In addition, Don is one of 4
members of the AF Measuring Guidelines Working
Group. But one's time for extra projects has to have
limits, as does it for this very busy scientist. So it is
with regret that Don must pass the baton to someone
else if the Bulletin is to continue being published.
Don is soliciting volunteers, and asked my help in the
call. An editor must be someone who is experienced
with detailed formatting, good at layout, and
understands what is needed to achieve the excellent
balance of materials that characterize the 24 existing
editions of Bulletin,all of which are available on the
NTS website.

Don Bragg

Re: Publishing The Bulletin
of ENTS:Change of Guard
by dbhguru » Wed Dec 30, 2015 1:49 pm
As a continuation of this thread, I soooo appreciate
Dr. Don Bragg's contribution to NTS. He, as much as
anyone, helped us define our role vis-a-vis science,
and I'm thankful that he will remain with us. The
challenge has always been for us to organize our
individual efforts and make them count in the
disciplined world of science using the undisciplined
world of the Internet. This is what the Bulletin was/is
intended to help us with, and it has. However, we
need to periodically take stock of where our labors
are being directed, i.e. through what communications
vehicles. The Bulletin is a lot meatier than simple
posts to the BBS and a light year removed from the
shallow spontaneity of Facebook. Routine BBS posts
should continue to be our primary vehicle for sharing
information, with periodic volumes of the Bulletins
representing the culmination of our best efforts. By
contrast, I see little, if any, future for Facebook as a
serious expression of our mission. It serves its
purpose for keeping friends in contact with friends,
but I'd hate to see our limited energies drained off in
attempts to keep up with the daily stream of
Facebook tweets, jabs, pokes, comments, etc.

For those unfamiliar with the Bulletin, it is intended
to be the scientific voice of NTS. It communicates
our highest and best achievements in a more
scientifically rigorous way. The Bulletins offer
researchers a genuine research resource. I hope we
can continue to offer that service.
As a final comment, I wish to offer my personal
thanks to Dr. Don for his superb support of the NTS
mission. BTW, Don isn't leaving us, he simply cannot
any longer commit the time to such a labor intensive
effort as producing the Bulletin. I do hope someone
with the publishing expertise will step forward. Let's
not let the Bulletin fall by the wayside.
Robert T. Leverett

I wish that I possessed the experience with
publishing software and the time to take on the task
of publishing the Bulletin, but I do not. I have no idea
who among our members does, but I'm keeping my
fingers crossed that someone will step forward. If,
4
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and hopefully when, that happens, we will still have a
tough nut to crack. Don made frequent calls for
material for the Bulletin, but seldom got much. I'm
unsure why. I expect that some members were unsure
of the scientific worthiness of their contributions or
didn't feel they had the time to devote to the drafting
serious articles.

flex our measuring muscles, but in truth, it was the
only material submitted to Don, i.e. the article by
Michael Taylor and myself. But, I'll end on some
high notes and thank yous. With both established and
budding NTS stars, east and west, we can still have
our best days ahead of us. The Big Apple is being
transformed -- Erik, Elijah and Tom are turning into
super stars. Turner is on a mission, joining yours
truly, to bring truth to the numbers. Brian continues
as a super star in NC. Matt has become irreplaceable,
and annually George hits the ball out of the park in
southeastern PA. Our West Coast performers
continue to mesmerize us with outstanding numbers
and images, and our connections to American Forests
have never been stronger courtesy of Don Bertolette,
Will Blozan, Don Bragg, other Cadre members, and
yes, lil ol' me. And I don't want to overlook our
enormously valuable ties to Tree Climbers
International through Patty and Peter Jenkins. We
have made some extremely valuable connections
through them, and it was Andrew Joslin who got it
started. Where are you Andrew?

One way around the hesitancy of members to
contribute to the Bulletin is to return to our bread and
butter mission: site reports with plenty of Rucker
Indices. Years ago, our scientifically trained friend
Jess Riddle established the gold standard for site
reports. Jess has enough material to fill two volumes
of the Bulletin. Other great site contributors include
Turner Sharp, Matt Markworth, Brian Beduhn, plus
our three New York friends, and our West Coast
superstars. All have posted material of great value,
and the Bulletin is the ideal vehicle for consolidating
and presenting their trip reports with attendant
analysis. If we did little more than consolidate trip
reports, again with analysis, with a few articles on
advances in tree measuring, we would continue
providing the outside world with a valuable service,
one not clearly available elsewhere in a popular
form/format.

And now to some special tributes. All this incredible
material would not have happened had it not been for
Ed Frank. I cannot even imagine the number of hours
he tirelessly devoted to the cause. I fear that Ed
burned himself out in the service of NTS and finely
needed to chill out. But Ed's contribution has been so
enormous, that he has earned whatever respite he
needs, plus Ed is first and foremost a geologist.
Perhaps he needed to return to his chosen field.
Second I want to say a few words of thanks to our
esteemed President Will Blozan. Will is often a
person of few words, but his contributions have been
absolutely crucial to the credibility of NTS. His tree
climbs and explorations of the GSMNP are
legendary. Will has by no means left the fold, but I
expect the demands of his business and personal life
have cut into his time for NTS - at least presently.
Plus I think Will awaits the day when American
Forests lives up to its promise through the National
Cadre. I suppose it is of insufficient comfort to say
that Rome was not built in a day, but I do see a time
when our expectations will be realized. Keep the
faith, buddy. And as a final call, the AF National
Cadre needs a few good measurers! We now have 25,

We in NTS know that the Internet stays saturated
with incorrect/misleading information on the historic
and current maximum dimensions attained by
virtually every tree species. Authors who otherwise
are well informed, crash when they report on tree
heights. I expect that most assume the "official"
sources of information are the right ones to use, but
they couldn't be more wrong, and incidentally, as a
challenge to any outsiders who might stumble on this,
prove me wrong. It just isn’t a debatable point. NTS
is the right source, if not the only one they can go to
get accurate data and intelligent analysis on the
maximum dimensions of tree species, range-wide and
geographically pinpointed. Our challenge continues
to be the organization, consolidation, and reporting of
our data in an efficient and scientifically credible
way. Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree Society
anyone?
The last issue of the Bulletin under Don's editorship
has been published. I could say that it is intended to
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but need no less than an average of 2 per
state. Happy New Year, --- Bob

with American Forests this coming year in the
creating of a more effective channel of
communication, and a more systematic approach in
providing updates on existing champion tree remeasurements.
With about a half dozen Cadre-training workshops
under our belts, we are planning on more for this
coming year, and the next. Those Cadre among us
with colleagues showing potential, please do entice
them into the fold if they seem receptive, as Bob
points out, it would great to have two Cadre members
per state...we're just half that so far. Those of us still
apprenticing, have a full winter of woods available
(at least so far, very little snow-bound forests yet!) to
be putting the online lessons to the test in the woods!
Don't hesitate to call upon your mentors, if you're
having 'bumps in the road', most of us can get you
through them or to those who can.
Attaching what I'm guessing to be a Koa being
slowly strangled by a Fig, in a public square in Hilo,
Hawaii on Christmas Eve...Happy New Year
everyone!!!

Re: Publishing The Bulletin
of ENTS:Change of Guard
by Don » Wed Dec 30, 2015 6:24 pm
With so little of this year left, I'll not ramble on
unnecessarily, but I do want to fall in behind Bob's
post with some added comments. While we are at the
cusp of a new year, traditionally a time to do a postyear wrap, I'm unrelentingly optimistic about NTS's
future. I don't know that ANY of us ten, or even five
years ago, thought that we'd have been instrumental
in revising the AF Big Tree Program measuring
guidelines. But we do have challenges ahead.
"Gobsmackers" abound, and we've got pesky nonstandard forms of tropical and/or wetland species that
defy means of fairly measuring their girth. Taking a
break over the holidays, I found myself wandering in
and out of banyans and figs (aka climbing figs, or
'stranglers'), and totally puzzled by their habit of
growing up as a tree and down from the crown as
roots. In their old-growth phase, those rooting
tendrils can become impassibly dense, large, and
form a significant volume of cellulose. Hawaii is a
faraway exotic place, but we've also similar species
in Florida and the deep South (thinking also of bald
cypress, etc.) that await our special measuring
guidelines.
But that's another story, and one I hope we take up in
the new year (non-standard form, and proper
measurement rules). Echoing Bob's comments on the
Cadre, I'm pleased that we are at our current state of
readiness, and am really looking forward to being put
to the test. With Spring not far off (assuming we
have a Winter!), folks will be getting out and about in
the forest and I suspect nominations to be flying
in. Now would be a good time for our Cadre
members to be making contacts with the AF Big Tree
Coordinators in the states those Cadre members 'hold
sway over', assuring them of our willingness to aid
them, and where approached, evangelize or otherwise
wax rhapsodic over the simplicity, elegance, and
rightness of the Sine Method, the purity of singlestems, and the means for multi-stemmed candidates
to achieve parity. Bob and I look forward to working

Hilo, Hawaii 12-24-15
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Re: Publishing The Bulletin
of ENTS:Change of Guard
by DonCBragg » Mon Jan 18, 2016 4:39 pm
Just a quick note of encouragement for those that
may be contemplating taking on the mantle of the
editor of the Bulletin...Do not be deterred because of
fears of having to buy and learn expensive desktop
publishing software--I produced every issue of the
Bulletin using current versions of Microsoft Word,
and its ability to generate PDF files! I also didn't
have to use sophisticated graphics software like
Photoshop to manipulate the photographs.
This work can be done using very inexpensive and
commonplace software, with only a modest amount
of expertise. I'd be happy to help someone learn the
ropes, if needed!
Thanks,
Don Bragg

Nada Tunnel
by tsharp » Thu Dec 31, 2015 1:52 pm
NTS:
I recently posted about a lumber operation in West
Virginia that had a bridge built over the New River at
Glade CreeK. Well Kentucky lumbermen had just an
impressive engineering effort when they constructed
a railroad to extract timber from the Red River Gorge
in Kentucky. The narrow gauge railroad construction
resulted in a 900' long tunnel through a high ridge in
1911. After the timber was depleted it was converted
to a road and today is used by KY 77 as one of the
access points to the Red River Gorge. It is called the
Nada tunnel and is one lane.

Glade Creek
by tsharp » Thu Dec 31, 2015 1:50 pm
NTS:
During October of 2015 I spent two half days
measuring trees along the lower reaches of Glade
Creek. The creek joins the New River about 10 miles
downriver of Sandstone. Motorists traveling on I-64
east of Beckley, cross the creek on the highest
interstate bridge in the east at 700'. High enough to
base jump (illegally). The drainage area is about
40,000 acres and the creek headwaters at 2800 ft
drops off the plateau to its confluence with the New
River at 1200' . The headwaters have several
impoundments for water supply which probably
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destroyed the glades.The area downstream of the
Interstate bridge is within the boundaries of the New
River Gorge and has been under National Park
Service control since the mid 90's.
Trees measured were along the bottoms of Glade
Creek on river right( ascending) within two miles of
the trailhead near the New River. The largest trees
measured include:
Sycamore( Platanus occidentalis) 8.2' x 133.5'
Yellow-poplar (Lirodendron tulipifera) ** x 118.3'
Bitternut Hickory (Carya cordiformis) 4.4' x 116.3'
Black Cherry (Prunus serotina) 6.5' x 110'
White Basswood (Tilia americana var. heterophylla)
5.4' x 109.7'
White Ash (Feaxinus americana) ** x 106.9'
Black Walmut (Juglans nigra) 5.0' x 101.8'
Black Locust (Robinia psuedoacia) 5.3' x 99.3'
Black Birch (Betula lenta) 3.5' x 93.4'
Butternut (Juglans cinerea) 4.0 x 91.1'
Northern Red Oak( Quercus rubra) 7.1' x 90.3'
Beech (Fagus grandifolia) ** x 77.3'
Yellow Birch (Betula allegheniesis) ** x 74.6'
Mountain Silverbell (Halesia tetraptera var.
tetreptera) 2.3' x 62.6'
Hornbeam( Carpinus caroliniana) 2' x 39.9'
Grape (Vitis spp.) 1.7'
The Butternut is a West Virginia Height record. It
does have the canker disease.

Butternut 4' x 91.1'
Photo by Teresa Cassle
Company. They did so until 1928 until they sold out
to Babcock Coal and Timber which went out of
business several years later during the great
depression. It is thought the bridge that was built over
the New River was the longest and most expensive
every built by a lumber operation in the East. It never
hauled a car load of coal. The girder type bridge was
dismantled during world War II and used on other
projects in the coalfields of West Virginia and
Kentucky to further the war effort.
The reminders of this operation are the concrete
pillars standing in the New River serving as
tombstones for the liquidation of some of the finest
timber in West Virginia. A hiking trail follows the
old rail bed along Glade Creek up from the New
River.

Timber was cut as early as 1891 in the upper reaches
of Glade Creek on the plateau at Crow, WV where
Beaty Lumber Company of Virginia constructed a
sawmill. From this location Beaty Lumber
constructed a narrow gauge railroad down the Glade
Creek Canyon to the New River by 1897. This
line was known as the Glade Creek and Raleigh (GC
& R) Railroad. It operated as a common carrier until
1906 and trackage was removed in 1910. In 1922
investors financed a project to upgrade the abandoned
rail bed to standard gauge and build a bridge over the
New River to connect to the C & O mainline. The
bridge was completed in 1923. They also constructed
a band mill at the mouth of Glade Creek. Their main
object was to produce and haul coal out of the area.
However, other companies had obtained the best coal
rights and had better access so the operation tried to
survive on logs and lumber from an area that already
been partially cut over by the Beaty lumber
8
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Kleinn (1)
The authors propose the following equations for
computing volume below the buttressing of tropical
trees.

VbEquation.png

DAB is diameter above buttressing, Hdab is height
from ground to DAB, and fb is a buttress form factor
that averages to 1.53 for the trees they include in their
small sample. The measurement of DAB is a natural
for the reticle, and we have use of the reticle zeroed
in (reference the latest edition of the Bulletin of the
Eastern Native Tree Society).

Bridge piers remaining in the New River from the
bridge constructed by Glade Creek Coal and Lumber.
Completed in 1923, dismantled 1942.

The above mentioned article plus two extremely
detailed papers by Drs, Steve Sillett Bob Van Pelt,
and others make me wonder if the DAB approach
would work for our less complicated, but still
strongly buttressed eastern trees such as cherry bark
oak bald cypress, and even American elm.

How to deal with buttressed
tropical trees
by dbhguru » Fri Jan 01, 2016 12:20 pm

Our approach vis-avis the champion tree program
might be to: (1) compute regular big tree points for
the part of a heavily buttressed tree above the
buttress, (2) compute buttress volume, and (3) add
the two measures together. This would be a far easier
process than trying to compute volume for the entire
tree, which in a tropical setting could be virtually
impossible for most tree measurers. There would be
some judgment over the point where buttressing
ended. We would need to develop guidance for that.
Just thinking out loud.

Ents,
My friend Don Bertolette's recent Hawaii visit
reminded me of how far we have to go in figuring out
how to measure and judge big buttressed tropical
trees for the champion tree competitions. DBH and
CBH do not work. Period. However, it is turning out
that there are ways for estimating volume. Some
weeks back Don Bragg sent me a copy of the
following article;

Robert T. Leverett
On the geometry and allometry of bigbuttressed
trees - a challenge for forest
monitoring: new insights from 3D-modeling
with terrestrial laser scanning
authored by
Nils Nölke (1), Lutz Fehrmann (1), I Nengah
Surati Jaya (2),
Tatang Tiryana (2), Dominik Seidel (1), Christoph
9
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Re: How to deal with
buttressed tropical trees
by Bart Bouricius » Sat Jan 02, 2016 7:02 pm
Here are a few examples to help the thinking
process. Many of these are from past posts, but I
wanted to put them together for comparison. These
are all from Costa Rica and Peru. One problem is
that when large buttressed trees are in the open they
tend to be engulfed by vines and epiphytes which is
basically a separate but overlapping issue. The
reticle does not help to see through this foliage.

10
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Re: How to deal with
buttressed tropical trees
by Don » Sat Jan 02, 2016 8:19 pm
A couple of thoughts...I'm now seeing the buttressed
tropical trees a little differently...in a variation on
forestry and rocket science, I'm now seeing them as
rockets, with the stabilizing fins at the base...I have
the sense that if we shaved off the 'fins' we'd find a
fairly columnar bole. If not, at least quantifiable by
a factor eventually associated by species/region.
Responding to Bart's comment of other plants
attaching/growing over, that makes things pretty
much unworkable once you can't get to the 'inner
tree'. Several of those (Koa, I think) were enclosed by
strangler figs/etc. to such an extent, that I couldn't
physically get within perhaps as much as 10' of the
"inner tree". I don't think there will be soon a
solution for those...
Attaching a couple of images of such a 'beast', the
first fairly close, the second taken far enough back to
see the a perimeter 'flush' that in time could create an
'enclosure' perhaps 100' across...
-Don

Don Bertolette
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Re: How to deal with
buttressed tropical trees
by Will Blozan » Sun Jan 03, 2016 1:13 pm
Bart, With enough samples of an individual species
of tree the form factor will be all that is needed to
arrive at a reasonable minimal estimate of volume in
the buttresses and under epiphytes. Only two
measures would need to be taken- which would be
two likely to be obtained with a little diligence for a
sighting position. DAB and HAB.
Don, I am not sure what you mean by "shaving off
the fins". I have never seen a tropical tree that has a
cylindrical bole "underneath" the fins. The trunk just
morphs into supportive tissue. Soome of the biggest
trees Bart, Jess and I measured in Panama were but
inches thick at midslope. But DAB was 6 feet or
more.

Top detail

Here is an example of a tree reticled by Jess Riddle
and I in Panama last March. It was a tree we could
see from our camp which made access pretty easy. It
is a Cedrela odorata, locally known as "Cedro", and
grows in Amistad International Park.

As viewed from camp

Me at base dodging bullet ants
13
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Conventional measurements are 191.8' tall (53.5 m)
and 27' "cbh" (8.23 m). Obviously, the tree is
buttressed and the diameter overstated hugely. For
the initial volume measurement we only measured
diameter at 24.8' (7.56 m) above midslope and
higher, since that is were it was more or less
cylindrical. Diameter here was 5.42' (165 cm), and
from here we carried a column down to midslope. At
108.3' the tree forked from 4.7' diameter (143 cm)
into two identical leads 3.27' wide (99 cm), both
reaching max height.

Approximate location of DAB
With a column from DAB (diameter above buttress)
the lower bole scales 572 cubic feet (16.2 m3) of
wood and the entire tree without branches is 2,681
cubes (75.92 m3). With a form factor suggested in
the paper in this post, the average factor (1.53) would
increase buttress volume to 3,165 cubes (89.6 m3).
Big difference!
Max at lowest available "mid-slope"

Ok, now let's use the standard "CBH" wrap (which,
BTW, was almost 15' above midslope... Total volume
now is 3,533 cubes (100 m3). Obviously, mostly air
space!
So in summary, basing tree volume on DAB short
changes a tree such as this by over 10%, assuming
the form factor is close to reality.
-Will
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Re: How to deal with
buttressed tropical trees

essential in future measurements of non-standard tree
forms.
The good thing about the Vortex...you can get the
lightest tripods out there, and they'll generally be
stable enough to make good use of them!

by Don » Thu Jan 07, 2016 12:27 am
MattAfter reading some of the Sillet, et al papers dealing
with buttresses and how to quanitify them, I had
some ideas that I thought I'd run by you, in the
context of hinting at some helpful measurements you
might include in your 3D modeling efforts. It could
be really helpful to have: 1)good root/base foot print
coverage, 2)a dbh measurement, plus, knowing that
the tape would basically describe a 'chorded' polygon
in cross-section, a minimum/maximum/average
distances from the chord-bisecting perpendicular
lines going to the bole), 3)height to top of buttress.
(defined by first insignificant difference between
successive 50cm perimeters above buttress).
It's hard to word these, you've undoubtedly have
questions, do not hesitate to ask for further
clarification.

Folks, As Will Pointed out, trees with large buttresses
often are remarkably thin between the buttresses. I
want to point out that the middle tree image I posted
with my friend Wennie standing in front of a fig with
his Machete, has a hole clear through it above his
head. It becomes clear when you click on and
enlarge the image. This hole is not the result of an
injury. This form is quite common in several
unrelated buttressed species, though holes are more
common closer to the ground.
-Don

Volume for Tropical Trees
by dbhguru » Fri Jan 01, 2016 12:19 pm

If there's some way to integrate these locations in the
actual 3D meshlabbed image, that'd be great!
Personally, what you're working on is my idea of
where measuring of non-standard tree forms for
national register candidacy will be in the
future. Don't know about you, but I find this
exciting!

Ents, My friend Don Bertolette's recent Hawaii visit
reminded me of how far we have to go in figuring out
how to measure and judge big buttressed tropical
trees for the champion tree competitions. DBH and
CBH do not work. Period. However, it is turning out
that there are ways for estimating volume. Some
weeks back Don Bragg sent me a copy of the
following article;

By the way, I see the reticled monocular, when
mounted in a manner such as Will Blozan does, as an
essential tool of the non-standard form tree
measurer...

On the geometry and allometry of bigbuttressed
trees - a challenge for forest
monitoring: new insights from 3D-modeling
with terrestrial laser scanning
authored by

ElijahWhile my reticled binocular doesn't have the crisp
gradations of the Vortex Solo, it does have a tripod
mount, which is invaluable for measuring trees with
buttressing. Modifying the Vortex Solo clip in a
manner that WIll has is a great mod, and can be done
inexpensively. I did a search on female tripod mount
bracket and found a number of possibilities (as Will
suggests, some of them are to be found in larger
photo supply stores, or online versions such as B & H
Photo).
While a current valuable purpose is served by the
reticled monocular (modeling), I propose it to be

Nils Nölke (1), Lutz Fehrmann (1), I Nengah
Surati Jaya (2),
Tatang Tiryana (2), Dominik Seidel (1), Christoph
Kleinn (1)
The authors propose the following equations for
computing volume below the buttressing of tropical
trees.
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Noxubee NWR
by Larry Tucei » Fri Jan 01, 2016 7:52 pm
NTS- I would like wish everyone a Happy New
Year!!! Images of some trees I measured at Noxubee
Refuge this week. The first group of photos of the
Hardwoods are from Douglas Bluff.

DAB is diameter above buttressing, Hdab is height
from ground to DAB, and fb is a buttress form factor
that averages to 1.53 for the trees they include in their
small sample. The measurement of DAB is a natural
for the reticle, and we have use of the reticle zeroed
in (reference the latest edition of the Bulletin of the
Eastern Native Tree Society).
The above mentioned article plus two extremely
detailed papers by Drs, Steve Sillett Bob Van Pelt,
and others make me wonder if the DAB approach
would work for our less complicated, but still
strongly buttressed eastern trees such as cherry bark
oak bald cypress, and even American elm.
Our approach vis-avis the champion tree program
might be to: (1) compute regular big tree points for
the part of a heavily buttressed tree above the
buttress, (2) compute buttress volume, and (3) add
the two measures together. This would be a far easier
process than trying to compute volume for the entire
tree, which in a tropical setting could be virtually
impossible for most tree measurers. There would be
some judgment over the point where buttressing
ended. We would need to develop guidance for that.
Just thinking out loud.

A large Cherry Bark Oak 12' 5" --6' above ground
and 126.5' tall.

Robert T. Leverett
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The largest was 11' 3" Circumference at Douglas
Bluff and the two tallest were 142.5' one was at
Beaver Dam Trail and the other at River Road.

A large Tulip Poplar 10' 9" Circumference second
largest I've done in Ms and 132' tall.

Also a Pine to 141', 139.5' and one to 135' all three at
River Road North.

A remnant Oak of long ago. I also measured many
big Loblolly Pines.

Loblolly Pines at Bluff Lake Road were 139.5', 138'
and 136.5'.
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also measured there. The tree is thriving in sandy soil
with good water supply. The manager there is very
interested in seeing the numbers so I'll be working up
a spreadsheet soon with the impressive Kentucky
pines measured this year.
In the tall tree race between white pine and tuliptree
chalk one up for white pine!

Total Pines were two at 142.5', one 141', two 139.5',
138', 136.5', 135' and more. Pines over 140' are rare
in the State. The second photo is a large Swamp
Chestnut Oak at 14' CBH and 124.5' tall the largest
I've measured in Ms. Larry

New Tallest-known Tree for
Kentucky
by Matt Markworth » Sat Jan 02, 2016 9:01 pm
NTS,
I paid another visit to the white pine growing
machine that is the Red River Gorge and measured a
nice 8.87' x 178.9' white pine. It becomes the tallestknown tree in KY surpassing the 174.5' white pine
18
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State.
NH.
VT.
MA.
NY.
PA.
NJ.
DE.
OH.
KY.
TN.
NC.
SC.
GA.
AL.
MI.
IN.
IL.
VA.
WVA.
CT.
MD.
RI.

Champ.

Marginal representation

WP.
TT
WP.
TT
WP
TT?
WP
TT
TT
TT
WP
TT?
TT
WP
WP
TT
WP
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT (previously WP)
TT
?

Robert T. Leverett

Matt Markworth

Liverpool School Maple
Grove Dec. 28, 2015

Re: New Tallest-known Tree
for Kentucky

by tomhoward » Wed Dec 30, 2015 5:32 pm
NTS,

by dbhguru » Sat Jan 02, 2016 10:18 pm

On this very cold, becoming cloudy afternoon (Mon.,
Dec. 28, 2015, Elijah Whitcomb and I visited the
magnificent old growth Liverpool School Maple
Grove.

Matt,
You da man! Way to go. Very exciting. Monica and
I are determined to visit the Red River gorge in June
on our way to Durango. Maybe we can meet up there
and you can show me those beauties. In terms of the
the great whites versus the lordly tulips, here is what
comes to mind where both species grow naturally
with a couple if states where tulips are marginally
represented. This is straight off the top of my head.

We stopped by the greatest tree of all, the possible
Military Tract Witness Sugar Maple, which could be
the largest Sugar Maple, the largest representative of
our state tree, in NY. Elijah and I made careful
measurements of this tree. It is 14’3” cbh (54.43”
dbh), and 119.9 ft. tall. The crown spread is 63 ft.
This gives 171 AF points for circumference, 119.9
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points for height, and 15.75 points for spread, for a
total of 306.65 AF points. It could be the largest
forest-grown Sugar Maple in NY, or even in USA. A
resident of the area, who we met Nov. 8, 2015, calls
this tree the “Grandfather Tree.” We like the name.

A Beech (7’6” cbh, 28.6” dbh) just northwest of this
Sugar Maple is 116.7 ft. tall.

I measured a Sugar Maple (8’1” cbh, 30.9” dbh) to
the north of this tree to 124.6 ft. This is in a dense
group of large and tall old Sugar Maples. ( I got
123.8 ft. on this tree last year.)

I measured a big Red Maple in the low-lying
primeval western section of the grove to 110 ft.

Elijah measured a small leaning Basswood (6’4” cbh,
24.2” dbh) to 97.8 ft.

We next examined the big Red Maple near the paved
trail (tallest we know of in NY, that I measured to
124.9 ft. on an earlier visit). This tree has a complex
crown, and we couldn’t find the highest point. Elijah
measured heights of 122 ft., 120 ft., 123 ft. This is
one of the most difficult trees to measure.

Elijah measured a bigger Sugar Maple (10’6” cbh,
40.1” dbh) just north of the giant champion to a
height of 127.8 ft. This is the tallest Sugar Maple we
know of in NY, the tallest example of NY’s state tree
in NY. Last year Elijah got 126.7 ft. on this tree. This
is the tallest tree we know of in the grove.

I measured a Sugar Maple north of the paved trail to
115.3 Next to this tree is a large Basswood with
balding bark (7’3” cbh, 27.7” dbh), that Elijah
measured to 111 ft., the tallest Basswood we’ve seen
in the grove.

I measured a Sugar Maple (9’ cbh, 34.4” dbh) just
northwest of the tallest to 122.2 ft.
I measured a Beech (6’6” cbh, 24.8” dbh) to the
northwest of this tree to 116.5 ft.

We entered the area of tall old Shagbark Hickories in
the northwest corner of the grove. Elijah measured
the tallest Shagbark Hickory (tallest in NY) to 118.4
ft., repeating the measurement of Jan. 4, 2015.

In this same area, Elijah measured a large singletrunked Sugar Maple (11’ cbh, 42” dbh) with 2
ascending leaders to 125.3 ft.

I measured a Shagbark Hickory north of the paved
trail to 108.2 ft.

This same section contains the grove’s only tall
Bitternut Hickory. Earlier Elijah measured this tree to
123.3 ft. On Dec. 28, I found another higher branch
in this tree’s complex crown, and got 124.7 ft. This is
the tallest Hickory we know of in northern Onondaga
County.

On a Basswood with balding bark (7.4 ft. cbh, 28.2”
dbh) near the north edge of the grove, I got a straight
up shot of 108.5 ft. It was near this tree, that in 2003,
I found the record age for American Basswood, 242
rings on a log cross-section 38 ft. above the fallen
tree’s base.

We next came to the tree that the resident we met
Nov. 8 calls the “Grandmother Tree.” It is the second
largest tree in the grove, a truly ancient looking Sugar
Maple with huge, gnarled buttress roots, balding bark
a long ways up its burly trunk, and a crown that
broke off many years ago. This tree looks even older
than the larger Grandfather Tree, and could be at
least 350-400 or more years old. Elijah measured a
cbh of 12’4” (47.1” dbh) and height of 108 ft. He said
this tree was probably taller 175 years ago.

We examined the biggest Shagbark Hickory in the
grove’s northwest corner. This should be the
Onondaga County champion, and possibly even NY
champion. It is a very old tree, and has then largest
shags I’ve ever seen on Shagbark Hickory. The tree
is 11’2” cbh (42.7” dbh), 112.8 ft. tall (from our Jan.
4, 2015 measurement), and has a crown spread of 57
ft. This gives the 134 points for circumference, 112.8
points for height, and 14.25 points for spread, giving
a total of 261.05 AF points.

I measured a smaller Sugar Maple (7’1” cbh, 27.1”
dbh) just north of the Grandmother Tree to 114.7 ft.
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As we left the grove, I measured the only large
Hophornbeam (5 ft. cbh, 19.1” dbh) in the grove, at
the beginning of the paved trail to 65.4 ft.

Hophornbeam

65.4

Liverpool School Maple Grove Rucker 10 Dec. 28,
2015:
Trees measured at Liverpool School Maple Grove
Dec. 28, 2015:

Sugar Maple
Red Maple
Bitternut Hickory
Tuliptree
Shagbark Hickory
Beech
White Ash
Basswood
White Oak
Black Cherry

Sugar Maple 54.4” dbh
119.9, Onondaga
County champion, largest tree in Grove, Grandfather
Tree, est. 400 years old
Sugar Maple
124.6 (123.8 – Apr. 18,
2014)
Sugar Maple
127.8 tallest NY, tallest
tree in Grove
Sugar Maple
122.2
Beech
116.5
Sugar Maple
125.3
Bitternut Hickory
124.7 previously 123.3
Sugar Maple
108 Grandmother Tree,
very ancient
Sugar Maple
114.7
Beech
116.7
Basswood
97.8
Red Maple
110
Sugar Maple
115.3
Basswood
111
Shagbark Hickory
118.4
tallest NY,
repeat of 1/4/2015 measurement
Shagbark Hickory
108.2
Basswood
108.5
Hophornbeam
65.4

Rucker 10:

113.82 ft.

Liverpool School Maple Grove Rucker 5 Dec. 28,
2015:
Sugar Maple
Red Maple
Bitternut Hickory
Tuliptree
Shagbark Hickory
Rucker 5:

127.8
124.9
124.7
120.9
118.4
123.34 ft.

Tom Howard

Re: Liverpool School Maple
Grove Dec. 28, 2015

Tallest of each Species in Liverpool School Maple
Grove as of Dec. 28, 2015:
Sugar Maple
Red Maple
Bitternut Hickory
Tuliptree
Shagbark Hickory
Beech
White Ash
Basswood
White Oak
Black Cherry
Yellow Birch

127.8
124.9
124.7
120.9
118.4
118
111
111
96.3
85.2

by ElijahW » Sat Jan 02, 2016 6:14 pm

127.8
124.9
124.7
120.9
118.4
118
111
111
96.3
85.2
74.4

NTS,
I spent a few hours today in the Liverpool Maple
Grove. The purpose was to get a better height on the
largest beech, as well as measure a few more beeches
if I had time. Disappointingly, I couldn't find a top
above 118.0'. After spending close to an hour with
this one tree, its dimensions are the following:
118.0 x 9'7" x 90' max crown spread
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This beech is the largest in the grove. I measured
five more beeches:

I had a good conversation with another local resident
while measuring, and it has become clear that people
in this neighborhood really value their woods and
have some idea of its significant age, which is very
encouraging, though few are also aware of how large
their trees are, as well.

118.9' x 7'5"
116.4' x 7'2"
115.2' x 7'3"
112.3' x 9'10"
109.7' x 8'6"

Jess, Tom Howard has a photo of the Grandfather
Maple, which was made into a beautiful painting by a
local artist named Maria Rizzo. I don't have photos
of any of the other trees, but I'll try to remember to
take some the next time I go there with Tom.

I'm convinced beech tops 120' here, but I can't prove
it - yet.
On the happier side, I can update heights on some of
the other species:

Elijah

Bitternut hickory

East Coast Albinos

126.1' (new top, previously 124.7')

by Mark Collins » Sat Jan 02, 2016 6:04 pm
Red maple
NTS,
I wanted to share three photos of albinism occurring
in hemlock, spruce, and fir trees that I found along
the Appalachian Trail this summer. I first heard
about, and saw albinism occur in redwoods out
west. I was very excited to see it occur in east coast
trees as well. If nothing else, it was a neat way to
connect to the redwoods while traveling along an
eastern trail...

125.6' (previously 124.9')
122.5' (previously unmeasured)
Tuliptree
121.5' x 10'7" (previously 120.9')
Shagbark hickory
120.2' x 8'6" (previously 118.4', next to 2nd shagbark
at 118.4')
Black cherry
98.7' x 8'8" (new top, previously 85.2')
The Rucker 10 now stands at 115.7', not bad for a
stand which is made up almost completely of three
species: Sugar maple, Red maple, and American
beech. The Sugar and Red maple are currently the
tallest accurately measured in NY, as is the Shagbark
hickory. I agree with Bob that Sugars should get 510 feet taller in NY, and the same could be assumed
for Reds. Looking at Shagbark hickory across its
range, its maximum height should see some increase
as well, though I'm unsure by how much.
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hemlock (above)

fir (above)

Re: East Coast Albinos
by Mark Collins » Sun Jan 03, 2016 5:21 pm
Devin, Will,
I found the fir to be the most visually interesting. It
had the pure white leaders as you can see in the
original post (above), many regular green branches,
and several variegated branches, as well as what I
assume one would call chimeric branches, where the
needles were split green and white (below).

spruce (above)
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luck for those residents willing to take notice. As it
turns out, though, Fredonia is blessed with not one
but two easy-to-access sites which provide two very
different experiences of the legacy of our primary
forests.
SUNY Fredonia's ancestral institution occupied a
single building about half a mile from the current
campus. In the wake of a fire, the transition to the
current campus occurred from the 1930s to the early
70s. The parcel of land containing the woodlot was
purchased in 1967. Prior to this the lot was part of an
old farm. In 2014 I took core samples of several trees
in the woodlot, which confirmed that some individual
trees within the woodlot's core predate the settlement
of the area; more significantly, these individuals were
climax species (beech, sugar maple, and hemlock)
exhibiting forest-grown forms, strongly suggesting
that they germinated and grew within a mature forest.
This is not a classical towering old-growth cathedral,
but when the clues are assembled it becomes clear
that the SUNY Fredonia College Campus Woodlot
offers a priceless link to the region's biological past
for those willing to engage with the subtle.

The hemlock was pretty much all green except for a
few branches with the green/white split needles, as
well as a couple variegated branches. The spruce was
all green except for a couple branches as well. All
three were smaller trees, and probably unnoticeable
to a passerby. Also interesting is that these albinos
seem so random, I can't seem to put together any
patterns as to why and where they grow where they
do.
I think if Zane Moore happens to see this, he is well
suited to answer these types of questions. I know he
and Tom Stapleton have been studying redwood
albinos.

SUNY Fredonia College
Campus Woodlot
by Erik Danielsen » Mon Jan 04, 2016 12:55 am
My first site report on these boards was Forest Hill
Cemetery, in Fredonia NY, wherein a significant
diversity of trees retained from the site's primary
forest can be observed and enjoyed in a groomed
landscape. For such a small community to have such
ready access to a preserved piece of old-growth, even
in such an altered space as a cemetery, is a stroke of

This pairing of sugar maple and beech were both
found to be about 200 years old.
The woodlot, often referred to as the "ring road
woods" or just "forever wild," occupies roughly 14
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acres in the northern portion of the campus, bounded
by open fields and parking lots. Its southwestern
corner is slightly hidden by a steep hill of apparently
very recent origin, consisting of fill excavated during
the construction of various buildings in the 60s.
Numerous trails lace the forest, and being on a
college campus, human disturbance is ubiquitousgraffitied beeches, small forts, remnants of set pieces
from the theater department's annual "terror in the
trees" outdoor haunted-house-style event, etc.
In investigating the woodlot I received invaluable
assistance from Professor John Titus in the biology
department. One of the resources I made use of is an
Honors Thesis from 2002 that sought to characterize
the woodlot in terms of species diversity, abundance,
and distribution. While I have found the species
inventory and historical information valuable, I have
found myself strongly at odds with the interpretation
of the woodlot's natural history and distribution
trends offered within. Roughly, the thesis asserts the
woodlot to be old secondary-growth with distribution
patterns dependent on elevation (there is a small
gradient within the woodlot) and consequent changes
in soil moisture. Shagbark hickory and eastern
hophornbeam are found almost exclusively in the
drier, higher-elevation section and hemlock, sugar
maple, and beech mostly just in the wetter lowerelevation section, with the assumption seeming to
hold that individuals of similar diameter in both
sections suggests that both have spent about the same
period of time in regrowth. Telling is the discussion
of distribution trends for red pine, in which the author
asserts that its presence solely within the higherelevation area is a result of red pine's preference for
well-drained soils.

This might be the most beautiful tree in the forest- it
appears to have started life as a very tight fusion. Its
sinewy twisted bole rises in a straight column to a
stagheaded crown.

I believe that the evidence suggests a different
narrative. While most lots purchased in the initial
settlement of the area were rapidly cleared so that
indebted settlers could cash in on timber products and
immediately put the land into crop rotation, some
settlers who were better off purchased larger lots and
maintained small pieces of forest as functional
woodlots. The lower-elevation portion of this forest,
with old-growth specimens in a climax ecology, is
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also the wettest and would have been poorly suited to
cultivation. The forest floor bears this out, displaying
textbook pit-and-mound topography that has never
seen a plow. When the thesis was written in 2002
there was a noted absence of old deadwood on the
forest floor, but scatterings of old logs cut into bolts
for firewood (some narrow hemlock bolts with over
170 legible rings) suggest that this is probably
because fallen timber was recovered for firewood
while the forest was maintained as a woodlot, not
because the forest was in a regrowth stage in which
fallen trees would be scarce. At present, large fallen
logs and standing snags are again becoming abundant
in this section, in various states of decay. Old trees
are scattered and trees in early maturity common,
with young trees and saplings (especially maples,
beech and hemlock) abundant. Relieved of human
management, this section of old forest is returning to
an old-growth ecology, and would be inaccurate to
characterize as post-settlement second-growth.

time of settlement. Disturbance history and normal
succession biology strike me as much likelier
explanations for these distribution trends than a small
elevation gradient. The stand of red pine drives the
point home- the species simply is not native in this
area. They were planted. The younger section
contains certain scattered large oaks, hickories, tulips,
which may well be contemporary with the pine
planting, which itself was probably originally more
extensive (a minor norway spruce presence is also
suggestive of this). Much of the young section
probably went from clearing into pine timber rotation
and transitioned into native hardwoods, like many of
the region's second-growth forests, but with an
absence of management in the last 50 years
permitting a denser and more diverse understory than
some. The 2002 thesis tallies 42 species of tree; much
of this diversity consists of individuals on the edges
and in this younger northern section.
An additional line of evidence is the understory flora:
in the old section, there is a rich herbaceous
understory with trillium, false solomon's-seal, trout
lily, club mosses, bloodroot, cardinal-flower,
mayflower, jack-in-the-pulpit, and a number of other
native species characteristic of rich, minimally
disturbed forests. Most of these cannot be found
growing wild at any sites within at least half a mile,
and some considerably further than that. Given as
well that some are dispersed strictly by ants (aside
from rhizomatic propogation) the likelihood that this
intact an herbaceous community would have
reestablished following the regrowth of a sufficient
degree of forest cover on the site is extremely low.
The richness of the fungal community is also
suggestive, and on a more qualitative level it all feels
distinctly "richer" in life and diversity across all taxa
than the region's typical second-growth forests.
Taken altogether, it is most sensible to accept that the
southern core section of the woodlot, while far from
undisturbed primary forest, is an old-growth ecology.

Definitely not a plowed landscape.
The slightly drier upland portion, dominated by oaks,
hickories, tulip, small elms, and a variety of other
species is clearly in a younger state of regrowth and
likely was heavily, if not entirely, cleared around the
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I found these ants dragging a grub up the vertical
side of a large sugar maple snag. The invertebrate
biology of this woodlot is rich with unfamiliar sights.

Even more weird and wonderful was this harvestman
mid-moult looking like some sort of alien creature.
This southern section of the woodlot is where I have
focused my efforts in measurement and aging to this
point. It is chiefly a beech-sugar maple-hemlock
ecology, with black cherry, northern red oak, yellow
birch, and red maple fairly abundant as associate
canopy species, tuliptree occasional as an emergent
growing closer to edges and in one particular old
clearing near the center, and basswood and cucumber
magnolia present as single specimens. On the
backside of the hill are an assortment of additional
species, possibly introduced with the fill material,
mostly cottonwood and aspen. Trunks on larger trees
tend toward strong buttressing due to the site's very
wet soils, and there are many fused red oaks, some of
which look like coppice sprouts from stumps cut
earlier in the site's history as a woodlot. Canopy
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heights are typical for a moderately productive site in
the region, with sugar maple, beech, and hemlock
typically in the upper 80s to lower 90s, black cherry
and red oak slightly taller in the upper 90s, and
tuliptrees emergent at 105-115. Cucumber Magnolia,
basswood, and yellow birch largely keep up with the
first set of canopy species. I suspect that there are
standout specimens remaining to be found for each of
the primary canopy species except tuliptree, so I will
not compile a rucker index at this time. I feel that I
have learned a lot about profiling and measuring a
forest in the time since I last put in a session here,
and look forward to doing it full justice on a future
visit. In the meantime, I'll share what numbers I do
have along with some photographs and age
information. Increment cores typically did not reach
pith, so a minimum number of legible rings is listed
as "nlt" (Not Less Than), followed by an
extrapolation based on the difference between core
length and trunk radius, approximated to a range of
10 years. Further notes accompany individual
notations.

removed just within the past week. Whether due to
legitimate structural issues or the insane enthusiasm
some municipalities have recently developed for
removing trees at the faintest whiff of a doubt of their
health, I do not know, but they were beautiful. The
spruce stand on. Among them are a number of
pleasant but unremarkable hardwoods (some
buckeye, some silver maple) standing about 50 feet
tall. More interesting are the northern whitecedars
growing right up next to and between some of these
spruces; I hit a couple with the laser just for the heck
of it and then realized later when I did the math that
they were worth recording girth. The spruces are the
real star of the show, by far the tallest I have
measured, the best few matching the old-growth
hemlocks of Lilydale for height. I suspect there are a
few more 120s but it was sleeting just after the crack
of dawn and I had not yet had my coffee, so I retired
quickly after getting numbers that struck me as likely
to yield a significant height. Elijah has found NY's
tallest of the tall for spruce, but the surprise here was
such height in relatively open growing conditions.

Oakwood Cemetery, East
Aurora
by Erik Danielsen » Thu Dec 31, 2015 10:46 pm
Taking a train back to WNY to see family for New
Years, I arrived with a short list of trees I'd like to
measure in the town of East Aurora, where they live.
About 20 minutes south of Buffalo, East Aurora is a
somewhat affluent outer satellite community in rural
surroundings with a smalltown atmosphere. It's also
fairly historical as the epicenter of the Roycroft
Movement, led by the eccentric Elbert Hubbard, who
is claimed to have very specifically predicted his own
death on the Lusitania during WWI. The primary
local cemetery is rather nice, and a previous walk had
convinced me that the norway spruces were tall
enough to be worth measuring, and the red oaks thick
and wide-spreading enough. The cemetery came to
be sometime after 1820 (the historical website is a
mess), and while I doubt these spruces date to that
era, they do strike me as among the oldest I have met.
The tallest spruce is the one on the left here.

Sadly, the finest of the red oaks have, it seems, been
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(fixed photos and added friday's measurements)

This spruce had interesting thick, reiterating
branches lower down reminiscent of the "octopus
spruce" growth form one sometimes sees.
Norway Spruce
131.4/10.6'cbh
123.1/13.4'cbh
120.9
112.6
112.2
112
111.3
110.9
Northern Whitecedar
81
75.9/5.4'cbh
73.9
73.8/6.2'cbh
White Pine (in a yard nearby)
119

The woodlot's tallest tree, a fusion of two tuliptrees,
rises as an emergent.
Sugar Maple
101.3/8.6'cbh (beautiful form, heavily buttressed)
91.9/6'cbh
91.9/6.9'cbh (this tree grows immediately next to the
first)
90.2/8.6'cbh age nlt 180 years, extrapolated to 190200
82.9/8.7'cbh
Yellow Birch
85.5/5.1'cbh
American Beech
87.7
85.1/7.6'cbh
Unmeasured tree cored- age nlt 170 years,
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extrapolated to 200-210
Tuliptree (all but the last individual are part of a
small grove grown out of a gap in the forest interior)
116/12.8'cbh (fusion with following tree)
114.1/12.8'cbh age nlt 80 years, extrapolated to 100110
112.4/8.7'cbh
108.7/8.2'cbh
106.8/8.8'cbh (this specimen near the woodlot edge
displays characteristics suggestive of greater age than
the interior grove).
Cucumber Magnolia
87.5/6.7'cbh not particularly aged in characteristics,
near to edge.
Black Cherry
99.3/8.5'cbh
94.6/10'cbh age nlt 130 years, extrapolated 220-230
years but likely less as this short core displayed very
dense rings near the outside but much large rings
approaching the rot patch in the center where the core
ended
88/7.7'cbh
Northern Red Oak
102.9/10.3'cbh
97.9
97.4
95.7/9'cbh
95.6/9.4'cbh
93/9.8'cbh seems to be the oldest oak
American Basswood
86.9/7.1'cbh singular aged specimen in the interior
Eastern Hemlock
88.5
87.4/7.1'cbh
84.3/6.6'cbh
83.4/9.3'cbh age nlt 140, extrapolated 200-210
82.4/5.1'cbh

Chris Merchant (on the boards as "Merchant")
standing in one of the dense sections of young
hemlock last winter while our group flagged all the
trees infested with woolly adelgid. The woodlot was
treated over the summer; it will be interesting to
observe as time goes on.

Re: Oakwood Cemetery, East
Aurora
by Erik Danielsen » Sun Jan 03, 2016 2:20 pm
I have been getting the impression from various site
reports that Norway Spruce probably has the capacity
to keep up with white pine wherever they might be
found, so it might even be reasonable to suppose that
they could hit 150 or 160 in NYS eventually, as we
know white pine has. With the future of hemlock
uncertain, it doesn't seem that unrealistic that norway
spruce-white pine associations could eventually
resemble the quasi-mythical stands of enormous
white pine and hemlock that so impressed early
settlers within the primary forest. On my train ride
back to NYC yesterday I noted some areas that
looked like they had vigorous areas of white pine and
norway spruce second-growth (mostly old
plantations, I assume) along the mohawk and hudson
rivers, though more distant stands I could not
differentiate between spruce and hemlock, and am
not sure where the region in which hemlock has
already been decimated begins.
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Elijah, this cemetery is a few blocks back from the
main road I imagine you might have been driving on
(20A) but all of East Aurora (and the surrounding
region) definitely has solid conifer potential. There
are two enormous-looking trees I assumed are
norway spruces in the front yard of a house on the
north side of 20A going out of town, towards the 400
ramp, which I also wanted to measure and may well
be even larger than those in the cemetery. I returned
to the cemetery on a walk on friday, and measured
one more spruce to 112.6', and three northern
whitecedars to 75.9/5.4'cbh, 73.9, and 73.8/6.2'cbh.
Overnight we had gotten nearly a foot of snow, so I
took some new photos. Nearby I also measured a
white pine in someone's side yard to 119' tall, and the
whole town is full of similarly sized pine and spruce.
The uplands of central and western NY are rich with
historical accounts of massive conifers, and I think
that given enough regrowth period on good sites we'll
see white pine (and probably norway spruce
alongside it) that matches the most impressive growth
in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Massachusetts, etc.

The spruce with interesting reiterating branches
again, this time with snow.
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The 123.1/13.4'cbh spruce with Melissa for scale. It's
a wonderful tree to just stand beneath and look up,
creating a momentary space wherein the unique
presence of the tree is undeniable. The reddish-violet
hue of the bark on this tree is my favorite sort to see
in the variable palette of norway spruce bark.

119' white pine in someone's side yard

Redwood revelations
(December 2015)
by John Harvey » Mon Jan 04, 2016 1:52 am
I haven't shared much lately but last week I had the
chance to head north to a few of my favorite redwood
groves and I felt compelled. In light of recent
developments I don't care to elaborate on anymore, I
will share photos and measurements (sometimes) of
redwoods I visit, but no names or parks or really any
other details for the time being including if they are a
new discovery or a known tree. Ok now to the fun
stuff...
I hit 5 parks last week in total. Now that I live here in
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California the differences between the southern and
northern parks are so striking. It is truly a different
world. You can almost draw a line through the heart
of Mendocino county and separate the north and
south as far as characteristics go although those tend
to merge in some parks.

watching two salmon swimming and splashing in a
creek. The male was around 3' long.

Some of the roads here are incredible. Aside from
certain roads in this world that give a jaw dropping
mountainous view, I feel these are the most
impressive roads in the world.

Here we have the bright red trees of Humboldt State
Park. They swim in a morning mix of fog and mist. I
had the pleasure of taking a short hike with Mario
Vaden, "Redwood" Ed Gilbert, and Mark Graham in
this park; three standup guys with excellent redwood
themed websites.
Here is an impressive cathedral. The Titan in the
center expired long, long ago. I gazed at this tree for
some time with my wife as we debated if its
hollowed out carcass was once a single tree or not.

The age of some of these snags and fallen giants is
really thought provoking. I've seen 20ft+ cbh spruce
trees growing on top of fallen redwoods that look as
if they could last there on the ground for another
hundred years or so. I also had the pleasure of
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Here are just a small sample of the more impressive
trees I laid eyes on this time, some old friends, some
first encounters. This tree is a jaw dropper. Its one of
my favorites. It's an arboreal god.

Even trees that wouldn't classify as a major deity
back here are impressive. I spent some time with this
beauty of over 60' Cbh.

And this one as well although my camera was on
macro mode and blurred us out.
Woweeee!
Here is a special one. The setting, the fog, the
feeling...a morning in the forest where it lies can
change your life. Super special tree.
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The trails sometimes are just as beautiful as the trees.
You can walk under this fallen log without hitting
your head.

Below are a few random shots from random parks I
also liked.

The bridges are another highlight. As you look
around at the fallen logs you wonder how these aren't
smashed to pieces often. I can only make a strange
comparison to large earthquakes. A large redwood
rarely falls in any given area but when it does its
hundreds of years apart and leaves an impression that
lasts almost as long. So most bridges are likely to rot
before they are crushed.
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John D Harvey (JohnnyDJersey)

Beech Carvings in New Jersey
1928-2013
by John Harvey » Mon Jan 04, 2016 5:27 pm
I have no clue why I did this. I used to collect coins and
that's really all I can compare it to. In my big tree hunts in
New Jersey I would snap shots of dates on Beech trees. The
tough dates are actually the most recent ones. Yes that's
correct I'm happy to report that due to kids spending more
time in front of the tube and computer, carvings have
decreased. It's also hard to find older stuff because many
trees have died obviously but also because in the 40s a
good portion of young boys were at war. (just a theory)
Here is my collection from 1928-2013 in several posts to fit
them all in.
1984-2013
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1984

1989

1985

1990

1988

1993
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1994

1997

1999

1995

2001
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2002

2005

2003

2007
2004
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2008

2010

2013

2009

1962
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1963

1965

1964

1968

1967
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1971

1969

1972

1970

1973
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1974

1977

1975

1978

1976

1979
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1980

1928

1981

1932

1982

1933
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1937

1946

1939

1947

1945

1948
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1950

1953

1951

1954
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1955

1959

1957

1960
John D Harvey (JohnnyDJersey)
1958
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Re: Beech Carvings in New
Jersey 1928-2013
by John Harvey » Wed Jan 06, 2016 1:52 pm
,
I have come across a lot of huge beech trees where
almost nothing can be read on them. There are a
couple that were confirmed to be about 300 years old
that have obvious carvings but nothing legible at this
point.
ATTACHMENTS

John D Harvey (JohnnyDJersey)
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Old Ohio Greenhouses
Reclaimed by Mother Nature
by PAwildernessadvocate » Wed Jan 06, 2016 2:29
pm
Old greenhouses along Ohio Route 2 west of
Cleveland being reclaimed by trees and nature. I took
these photos during a recent trip to Michigan. Sorta
reminds me of the lyrics to the song "Willie Says" by
Dana Lyons.

And she laughs and tells me that it's temporary
Underneath the wild garden waits to grow
The forest here will rise and bloom again
There's a world beneath the pavement that will never
end
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South Ms Black Creek
Wilderness Trail

Tulip 2
The first Tulip was 10’ 4” CBH and had a height to
123’ last year I got 105.5’ this time I finally hit the
top. The second one about 100 yards south was
10’5” and 114’ tall. This Bottom is 300 yards off
Trail and a Bushwhack to and through it.

by Larry Tucei » Thu Jan 07, 2016 7:55 pm
NTS----I measured several Trees at Black Creek
Wilderness Trail in South Ms on Sat. Jan 2 and
Monday the 4th. I concentrated on the Pines but did
include two Tulip trees that were superlative for Ms
they don’t get much larger than these anywhere in the
State. They both grow in a moist Bottom along with
many more of the same size. I measured the one in
the first photo last year and posted on it along with
some tall record Sweet bay Magnolia.

Short Leaf Pine
Once through I located a nice Short Leaf Pine on the
eastern Ridge 8’ 2” and 114’ tall.

Tulip 1

Loblolly Pine
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The first tree a big Loblolly was 10’ 3” and 120’ tall.
This is about the max of Cir that I have been finding
in here.

Next on the edge of the Bottom and north 300 yards
I found a very tall for this area Loblolly Pine 7’ 2”
and 132’. It is the second tallest Pine I’ve found in
Southern Ms.

Spruce Pine
Slash Pine
Next I found a nice Spruce Pine 7’ 3’ and 121.5’ tall,
my second tallest from South Ms. I did another
Spruce Pine to 120.

Then south of the Loblolly 100 yards or so I
measured a tall Slash Pine to 7’ 3” and 123’ tall. I
measured many trees on this first trip but only
recorded them if they were tall or large. This first
Hike on Saturday was only a mile in and Monday’s
Hike was much longer 4 miles. On Monday I
basically did the same thing measuring many trees
only recording the Superlatives.

Long Leaf Pine
I measured several Long Leaf Pine 106.5’, 105’,
106.5’ and the find of the day a LL to 109.5’ only 6’
5” CBH. That is a LL Height record for me in the
state. I then measured a couple more Loblolly one to
126’ and the other was 124.5’ and CBH 8’ 5”.
Big Loblolly
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beautiful mansion, animal farm, nature center,
Japanese gardens, and Italian gardens.
More info here:
https://maymont.org/

Big Leaf Magnolia
As I walked along the Trail I noticed several Big
Leaf Magnolia trees. I measured the largest to 60’
and CBH 3’ 5” a record for me. The 130’+
Loblollies are very rare out of hundreds that I’ve seen
in my 8-10 trips here only two have been to above
130. Hurricane Katrina was not kind to this area and
you are just now able to get through the underbrush
to reach some of the larger trees
remaining. http://www.wilderness.net/NWPS/wildVi
ew?WID=54
Larry

A massive Larix sp.

Maymont Park, Richmond VA
by Devin » Thu Jan 07, 2016 12:33 pm
Hello ents,
Over the holidays while visiting family I walked
around Maymont Park in Richmond Va. This 100acre arboretum is one of the pride and joys of the city
and is a must see for any tree enthusiast. It was built
in 1893 by philanthropist James Dooley and his wife
Sally, and after their death was converted into a
public garden. Mrs. Dooley was into horticulture and
planted over 200 trees from all around the world
here. As an unfortunate consequence, this is the
epicenter of the Hemlock woolly adelgid, which was
introduced into America from a tree here carried over
from Asia. To this day the property contains a

Japanese maple reflection
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I dont think American bladdernut gets this big? so I
will go with golden rain tree

Spanish fir (Abies pinsapo)

from front to back, Yoshino cherry, eastern hemlock,
dawn redwood

Tulip poplar in fall
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Tulip poplar in winter

One of the finest China firs I have ever seen

Gnarly scholar tree (Sophora japonica)~100 years
old
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Incense cedar, apparently state champion, where else
does incense cedar grow in Virginia?

Cucumber magnolia, note the iterations on the
bottom branch

Atlas cedar
Nordmann fir (Abies nordmanniana)
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Japanese gardens
Xylaria magnoliae

Persian ironwood (Parrotia persica) budding
out....weird

American elm R.I.P.
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Red maple cambial fusion and
bark inclusion
by Will Blozan » Fri Aug 23, 2013 8:05 pm
NTS,
I do wish I had a photo of this tree while it was
standing... I did not realize it would be such a good
example of how two (or more) stems can fuse into
one single concentric growth ring over time. This tree
was well on it's way to a three-way fusion but alas, I
removed it last week due to- you guessed itstructural issues. I will have more photos soon of
another section of this tree- where two stems fused
over a 2.5 foot distance. Ugh- left my saw at the
shop...

Detail arrows
Photo key:
Red-Piths of individual stems
Blue- included bark from trunks pressing on each
other as they expand annually in diameter
Green- breached and fused cambium between
separate stems; i.e. single cambium layer surrounding
two former trunks
Black- soon to be breached cambium of three stems

Anyway, in the photos below there is a raw cut with
no arrows so you can see what it looks like. The cut
was made conveniently at 4.5 feet up and the trunk at
that point (take my word for it) looked more or less
like a single trunk. Individual piths went well below
4.5 feet. Externally, some bark inclusion could be
spotted where the cambium was not yet breached
(black arrow below).

I hope this will help folks visualize what happens as
separate trunks expand and coalesce into a fusion.
Will

Re: Red maple cambial fusion
and bark inclusion
by bbeduhn » Mon Aug 26, 2013 9:15 am
This is a little different scenario with a white
pine. These two trees grow next to each other so it is
an assumption that they have the same growth
patterns. These are at Kellogg, owned by UNCA
(Univ. of NC, Asheville).

Raw cut
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Large Betula lenta
by ryandallas » Sat Jan 09, 2016 6:28 pm
Hello, all,
I hope everyone had a good Christmas and a good
New Year's. My work load lessened greatly during
the holidays. Having some free time on my hands, I
measured a tree which, though not nearly as large as
some of the behemoths featured on this website, is
quite impressive for its species.
REPORT
Species: Betula lenta
Location: Lake Mohegan State Park, Fairfield, CT
Height: At least 91 1/2 ft (straight-up laser shot)
Girth: 9' 6"
Diameter: 3' 1/4"
Crown Spread: ?

multitrunk white pine stump

As you can see, the tree has developed a highly
irregular crown, thus making the measuring of its
height difficult. I opted for a straight-up laser shot. I
didn't feel confident enough to attempt the sine
method.
I also did not measure the spread. I've yet to measure
a tree's spread, in fact. I hope to learn the techniques
soon, now that I have more free time on my hands.
I hope everyone enjoys the photos and data!
--Ryan

potentially, a multirtunk white pine
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Re: Mighty Fine Kentucky Pines
by Matt Markworth » Sun Jan 03, 2016 12:57 pm
All,
Including the tree that I already reported on
(http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=82&t=7437), here are the
white pines that I measured yesterday. Another 160'
class tree is added to the list along with another 170'
class tree. Now just to find the 180' class tree...
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Vigorous white pine grove:

Matt Markworth

Re: Mighty Fine Kentucky Pines
by Matt Markworth » Sat Jan 09, 2016 7:52 pm
All,
Just one new tree from today to add to the list, but it's
a good one.
This Red River Gorge white pine becomes a member
of what I believe to be a very exclusive club, the 12' x
160' white pine club. Many of the KY white pines
measured over the last couple months easily beat the
current state champ, but this one tops them all
combining impressive girth and respectable height.
The measurements are 12.21' x 162.5' x 47'. The tree
is healthy and fortunately has an intact top.

Well-placed white pine bridge that allowed me to get
to the 178.9' pine:
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Matt Markworth
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Re: Mighty Fine Kentucky
Pines

Overall, I think that girths of 12' - 13' are reaching the
upper limit of what I'll find in KY and I think the
heights have some room to push into the 180's, either
with additional growth on the 178.9' tree or additional
finds.

by Matt Markworth » Sun Jan 10, 2016 10:36 pm
After finding the 11.92' x 154.7' pine that had a
broken top, it was especially nice to find the 12.21' x
162.5' x 47' tree with an intact top.

Matt Markworth

I created a Kentucky White Pine Database
spreadsheet similar to the other ones I've done and
uploaded it to my NTS "blog" page in an effort to
keep all my compilation spreadsheets in one
place: http://www.ents-bbs.org/blog.php?u=815. It
currently has 39 trees.

Re: Howland's Island
by ElijahW » Sun Jan 10, 2016 12:51 am
NTS,
In my continuing survey effort on Howland's Island, I
explored some new territory today along its eastern
edge, between one of the main trails and the Seneca
River. The ground surface is a fairly gentle slope to
the water's edge, and at many points, I could see both
the river and the trail. Even with such a minor
elevation change, species composition varies from
high ground to the river shore: White ash is plentiful
on the uphill side of the trail, green ash is found in
the middle ground, and black ash grows close to the
water; American beech and Sugar maple are found in
limited numbers in the intermediate zone, along with
American basswood and Northern red oak, while
White oak and Cucumber magnolia stay high and
dry. The under- and mid-story species include
American hornbeam, Hophornbeam, Spicebush,
European buckthorn, and Hawthorn, with plenty of
Raspberry bushes. Bitternut hickory, like elsewhere
on the Island, is not growing in standing water, but
seems to have no other hangups on suitable sites, and
is found pretty much everywhere.

Here are the top 10 girths: (the 13' CBH tree is a dead
snag)

Here are the top 10 heights: (the 170' tree without
girth listed is a dead snag)

Here are my measurements from today, along with
some photos and a couple of ID requests:
Crack willow
89.5' x 16'8" (Single stem, many small burls)
Pignut hickory
122.7' x 6'8"
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Shagbark hickory

American beech

121.2' x 3'9"
118.3' x 5'8"

101.5' x 5'3"
Common apple

Bitternut hickory
43.2' x 4'11" (girth measured at about 4' due to low
forking limb)

127.2' x 5'8"
122.6' x 6'11"

Unknown species
American sycamore
75.5' x 4'7"
127.3' x 11'5"
White oak
100.6' x 5'9"
American hornbeam
32.7' x 10"
Swamp white oak
101.5' x 9'5"
Hawthorn spp.
38.2' x 2'0"
Unknown species with notepad for scale

American basswood
105.1' x 17'1" (likely at least two stems joined, large
hollow)
105.1' x 11'11"
Sugar maple
114.3' x 8'3"
Freeman maple
115.0' x 5'0"
Cucumber magnolia
106.4' x 5'2"
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Leaves at base of unknown tree
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Bitternut hickory limbs growing up from down tree

Swamp white oak

Swamp white oak

Swamp white oak

Unknown hawthorn species
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If we have more mild weather, I plan to continue my
wanderings around the Island's perimeter, in search
of more giants. I have yet to get to the large Silver
maples, and I'm sure a bigger, and perhaps taller,
Swamp white oak is in the wings.

unknown hawthorn species

Current Rucker 10 Index:
122.6'
Elijah

Large hollow basswood
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Re: Howland's Island

have a list of 91 native and non-native Sine-measured
species. Runner-ups for each species would take a
while to come up with, but that's also
possible. Here's NY's top-20 height list, as far as I
know:

by ElijahW » Sun Jan 10, 2016 9:01 pm
Bob,
I'm not sure about historical heights, but I currently

The current Rucker 10 height index for NY is 144.2'
Hickory Hill (South Island)
Elijah

Hophornbeam 73.7' x 2'9"
White oak 89.7' x 9'7"
88.8' x 10'3"
Shagbark hickory 121.4' x 6'7"
Slippery (Red) elm 106.9' x 5'7"
Northern red oak 118.4' x 7'10"

Re: Howland's Island
by ElijahW » Sun Jan 10, 2016 9:13 pm

Elijah

NTS,
Some more measurements from today:

Re: Howland's Island

Following the Seneca River upstream from the
Port Byron entrance

by Erik Danielsen » Thu Jan 21, 2016 9:54 pm

Green ash 113.1' x 5'10"
Common hackberry 86.5' x 5'2"
Swamp white oak 99.4' x 9'8"
Hickory spp. 105.7' x 4'5" (either Shagbark or
Shellbark, will post pictures later)

djluthringer wrote:Sad to hear of that fat cottonwood
being down, and others...
Didn't know about the large conical cuke' on the
point. The fattest I've found on site is up on that flat
with the other big hardwoods at 12ft CBH x 102.1+ft
tall.

South Island Red Oak Grove
Managed to dig up a photo of the unusual cuke- I
recall that it was probably less than 90' tall, but with
that enlarged basal flare it's definitely a neat
specimen.

White oak 107.0' (Double-trunked, previously 102')
Pignut hickory 116.7' x 5'0"
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111.7' (two trunks)
111.1' x 12'9"
Freeman maple
Height not measured x 13'
116.1 (multiple trunks)
Eastern hemlock
103.5' x 8'11"
Common serviceberry
63.0' x 3'1"
Tuliptree
131.0' x 10'4" (tallest tree on Island; previously
130.0')
126.7' (2 trunks)
White oak
105.1 x 8' (previously misidentified as bur oak)
Black ash
95.5' x 5'2"

Chris Merchant for scale

Re: Howland's Island
by ElijahW » Sun Feb 07, 2016 12:16 am
NTS,
After another outing on Howland's Island earlier
today, here are some more finds:
Swamp white oak
100.5' x 10'6"
108.9' x 12'9" x 68' Max Crown Spread (as far as I
know, currently tallest in NY)
108.9' Swamp white oak with hat for scale

Green ash
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13' CBH Freeman maple covered with moss

American bladdernut?

Typical Island forest scene (Seneca River in
background)
Same tree as above
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95.5' Black ash

Black ash base

Black ash

Black ash crown
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Same tree as above

Unidentified tree; seems to be a willow spp.

Same tree as above
Another attempt at finding shellbark hickory (Please
help)
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respectively.
4.) Other newly discovered trees of interest:
Common serviceberry: 75'10" x 3'5"
American hornbeam: 46'7" x 2'
Quaking aspen: 104'7" x 3'4"
Bur oak: 78'6" x 11'8"
American beech: 109'2" x 5'11"
I also measured my first American
bladdernut, Staphylea trifolia, to 16'. In perusing
various Internet sources, this plant is referred to as
both a large shrub and a small tree, and I'd like to
know what you all think. Also, how large can
Bladdernut get?
Here's a current summary of maximum heights on
Howlands Island:
Tuliptree 131.0
American sycamore 127.3
Bitternut hickory 127.2
Eastern cottonwood 125.8
Pignut hickory 122.7
Shagbark hickory 121.4
Green ash 121.0
Black locust 120.7
Eastern white pine 120.3
Northern red oak 118.4

Elijah

Re: Howland's Island

Rucker 10 Index
123.5'

by ElijahW » Sun Jan 22, 2017 10:38 pm

White ash 116.9
Freeman maple 116.1
Sugar maple 114.3
Black cherry 113.9
American basswood 112.5
Norway spruce 111.4
American beech 109.2
Swamp white oak 109.1
White oak 107.0
Slippery elm 106.9

NTS, I have a quick update on some Howlands Island
trees after a couple of visits over the last two weeks.
1.) The large Northern Red oak (NY's legitimate
champion, along with Tom Howard's Whitesboro
tree) I spent some quality time with, and its current
dimensions are 103'6" x 20'8" x 97' ACS (10
spokes). This equates to 376 AF points.
2.) I found a very nice Green ash on the Island's
north end measuring 121' x 8'.

Rucker 20 Index: 117.6'

3.) The Island's two largest Black gums, in close
proximity, measure 83'1" x 7'6" and 84'6" x 8'3",

Elijah
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The Hangman's Elm,
Manhattan

When I first arrived there appeared to be some sort
of tour group standing beneath the elm (they've
moved on in this photo). I wonder if the tour guide
threw the group any numbers, and if so, what they
were.

by Erik Danielsen » Sat Jan 09, 2016 9:23 pm
Located in the very northwestmost corner of
Washington Square Park in Manhattan, the
Hangman's Elm is one of those trees lucky enough to
have its own wikipedia page. The official record
lends no credence to the notion that any poor souls
were in fact hung from its boughs, though other
circumstantial evidence and less-official sources do
render it at least plausible. In 1989 the Parks
Department determined this English Elm, though its
definitive planting date on the original farm property
was not recorded, to be at least 310 years old. Today
that translates to 337, and must be part of a small
club of non-native specimens in the eastern US that
are closing in on three and a half centuries.

Hopefully that figure is more reliable than the Park's
Department's other stats on the tree. Jenny posted a
photo
( http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/new_yor
k/20090524-washington/20090524-washington.htm)
of the tree in 2009 and relayed the Park's
Department's official numbers at the time- 135' tall
and 63" in diameter. The department's current page
for this elm in their "Great Trees of NYC" listing (a
program reminiscent of state champion lists and with
all the attendant problems) states 131.2' tall (very
specific!), 67.2" in diameter, and 42.5' for average
crown spread. An archived Parks blurb from 1989
has it at just 70' tall and a diameter of 61". The
Wikipedia page, interestingly, lists a height of 110'
and dbh of 56", the source seemingly a NY Times
letter to the editor by Luther Harris in 1994 claiming
the height to be 110' and the girth 61", though I'm not
sure what would explain the discrepancy on girth.
As for how they stack up, well- the Hangman's Elm is
111.8' tall, 17.62'cbh (67.3"dbh), has an average
crown spread of 82.5', and a maximum crown spread
of 90 feet. AF points=344.
A caveat to my own crown spread measurement- the
area beneath the main leader on one side of the tree
was inaccessible due to construction. From afar it
appeared to be about the same length as one of the
leaders I did measure (using spoke method), so I
subtracted a yard to be conservative and incorporated
that into the average. Once that construction is done I
will revise.
Wikipedia's source appears to have done something
right in its height measurement, though the girth is
significantly low. Parks is consistently
overmeasuring the height, probably standard tangent
error. Some pruning of the crown has occurred in the
last decade but none of the pruned limbs appear to
have had any chance of adding 20+ feet to the tree,
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Henry Gibson - a wealth of
historical inforamtion

and realistically it appears that the highest portions of
the crown were retained. Their girth measurement is
at least solid. I cannot account for the crown spread
listed, except perhaps that the person measuring was
under the impression that crown spread was a
measure of how far the crown extends outwards from
the trunk in a single direction, rather than across.

by dbhguru » Sat Jan 09, 2016 5:30 pm
Ents,
I've been perusing the Google Book American
Forest Trees, by Henry H. Gibson. The book was
published in 1913 and it is a gold mine of
information on many native species.

It is written principally from a timber perspective, but
it is information rich on species geographical ranges,
common names, structural features of different
woods, historic uses, physical dimensions, etc. Ah
yes, physical dimensions. Although Gibson must
draw from other sources, he nonetheless often
conveys what is typical versus exceptional for a
species. For many species, he does pretty darn well.
Here is an example. The quote below covers the
eastern cottonwood.
Its range covers practically all of the United States
east of the Rocky Mountains. It is rare or missing in
eastern New England and southern Florida, and most
abundant in the Mississippi valley, and there the
largest trees are found. Some exceed 100 feet in
height, and four in diameter. Extreme sizes of 140
feet in height with diameters of from seven to nine
have been reported.

Silhouette emphasizing the crown's oddly narrow
structure, exacerbated by pruning.
Numbers aside, it's a beautiful and imposing tree, and
worth a detour if you ever find yourself in the
vicinity.

How do Gibson's dimensions jive with what we
know today? Well, the cottonwood commonly
exceeds 100 feet in height, but above 130 feet, the
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population of tall trees falls dramatically. Gibson's
figure of a maximum of 140 feet is pretty close, and
maximum girths of 7 to 9 feet is also close. In
addition, the geographical area over which the
cottonwood can reach or slightly surpass 130 feet is
much greater than Gibson realized. As for girth, New
York state is loaded with cottonwoods that exceed 4
feet in diameter, and there are plenty here in
Massachusetts. That is for starters.

Cottonwood Dimensions: "Eastern cottonwood is one
of the tallest species east of the Rocky Mountains.
Heights of 53 to 58 in (175 to 190 ft)"
Comments: This is one of the sources for the
sometimes quoted 190-foot maximum.

Nonetheless, Gibson wrote his guide in 1913. So, I'd
give Gibson a pretty good mark for his cottonwood
report. I wonder why so many tree guide authors who
followed him failed to match his understanding. I
wonder if the ridiculously high height maximum of
190 feet often listed for cottonwood came about from
mis-measurements through the champion tree
programs. Hmmm, could I be on to something? Still,
other authors seem to have drawn from Gibson or
Gibson's sources. Here are some examples of what
noted sources/authors say.

ttp://www.gutenberg.org/files/42124/42124-h/42124h.htm

More to come on other species.
Robert T. Leverett

https://books.google.com/books/about/American_For
est_Trees.html?id=wacsAQAAMAAJ&hl=en
https://archive.org/details/americanforestt00gibs

If no one spoke up for
redwood conservation...

Source: Identifying Trees
Author: Michale D. Williams
Cottonwood Dimensions: "reach matute sizes of over
100 feet in height and 4 feet in diameter at breast
height"
Comments: Williams may have used Gibson. It is
easy to find cottonwoods over 4 feet in diameter.

by John Harvey » Mon Jan 11, 2016 11:52 pm
This is really a mini field report for Heritage Grove
in the Santa Cruz mountains but walking through
there today brought something to mind. This grove is
so tiny. I have no clue why it even exists. Almost
everything in that area seems to have been wiped out
long ago yet this tiny grove remains. It reminded me
of what old growth redwoods might look like today if
no one fought for conservation. There would
probably be tiny little patches here and there, maybe
10 or 20 at most spread out across the coast, with no
trees remaining that show the species potential. They
would probably be heavily trampled as well without
the larger parks to absorb most of the traffic. You can
see the streaks of blue paint on these trunks from
where the timber cruisers came through. These trees
were marked to be logged. Fortunately they are still
here in this perfect little patch.

Source: The Sibley Guide to Trees
Author: David Allen Sibley
Cottonwood Dimensions: "Large tree often 60-90
feet tall (max. 170)"
Comments: e'd have to sit on the top of a cottonwood
to hold it to 60 feet. We've never measured one to
170, and I don't expect we will.
Source: The Complete Trees of North America
Author: Thomas S. Elias
Cottonwood Dimensions: "Often reaching 120 feet in
30 years", "tall tree, 72 - 100 ft, rarely to 165"
Comments: Dr. Elias is a renown expert, but even he
publishes conflicting and erroneous heights. The
above description speaks for itself.

Heritage Grove is a lush little old growth remnant.
There aren't any mega trees here but a couple that are
around 32-35' cbh and 250' tall. Unless I suspect a
redwood this far south is over 40' around I don't
attempt a tape wrap anymore, there isn't a point. It

Source: Silvics of North America Vol II Hardwoods
Author: D.A. Cooper
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just wears at the base of the tree and kills the plants
growing there. I would be surprised if there are more
than 30 og trees here. The trail begins along a
beautiful creek full of redwoods and climbs into an
upland patch of Douglas Fir. There are about 3 or 4
benches along the way and sets of steps which add to
the attractiveness. This time of year you get the
bright greens that stand out against the red bark.

The bridge into the grove

Across the creek

Marked for death

Paint from timber cruisers
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The road out front

Big fusion
John D Harvey (JohnnyDJersey)

The meat of the trail
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Exciting new database & data
archival possibility

count for much in the rarified atmosphere of
academia and the forest and tree-based professions.
There we're still only a tiny bleep on the screen when
seen at all.

by dbhguru » Mon Jan 11, 2016 9:34 pm

I've known Dr. David Foster for over 25 years. My
association with Foster dates to my old growth forest
work in the late 1980s, and am acutely aware of
where Harvard Forest fits into the hierarchy. Harvard
Forest was an important partner in the Ancient
Eastern Forest Conference Series that began in 1993.
I'm sure you remember the beginning since you were
present.

Hi fellow and lady Ents,
One of our big challenges in NTS is getting our
data to serious scientists for their research, scientists
who have not discovered what we have to offer, or if
they have, are not inclined to wade through literally
thousands of BBS posts for data of potential use to
them. What's current, what has been superseded?

If this initiative works, it isn't just a home run, but a
grand slam out of the stadium. Keeping my fingers
crossed.

We have long needed an academic-professional
sponsor with plenty of standing in the scientific
community. If such a sponsor received our data and
made it widely available, I think our contribution
would take an upward leap. After all, why are we
collecting all these measurements? Yes, we like to
measure trees, and yes, we get personal satisfaction
in knowing where the big stuff grows and just how
big it is. Some of us like to take it farther in terms of
understanding the trends and patterns, but wouldn't
we all enjoy the collective effort all the more if we
could see our data making its way into solid scientific
research, possibly across the globe? Well, our luck
may be about to change.

--NTS,
I had an opportunity to discuss the Harvard Forest
initiative with NTS president Will Blozan last
evening. Will is solidly behind the effort. However, it
will not happen without a lot of preparation. So ideas
from the membership are most welcome. I don't have
a feel for what kinds of data Harvard Forest would
value most for their purposes. Site-based information
would probably rank high, but that is only a guess.

I will soon enter into discussions with Dr. David
Foster, Director of Harvard University's prestigious
Harvard Forest research center to secure a home for
our tree measurements both in the context of an
active database and for archival purposes.
Assembling our measurements and presenting them
in an agreed to format will be a formidable
undertaking, but if we persevere, we will be
positioned to make the impact envisioned back in
1996 when we created the Eastern Native Tree
Society. I'm going to need a lot of help thinking this
through. More to come in a few days.

BTW, David Foster does not question our
measuring expertise, but converting it to an asset
sufficient for Harvard Forest to support us is going to
take some planning and extra discipline on our part. I
can see this project, if we can call it that at this early
stage, taking multiple paths. For example, would we
be able to store images or just numeric information?
Would we have a combination of numeric and
qualitative information?
---

---

If Harvard Forest should elect to provide a home for
NTS tree measurements, we can be assured that all
the features we associate with sophisticated databases
will be there. So, it isn't about us choosing a product,
but the rules for passing information to and receiving
it from them. Years ago the late professor Gary

I can't over state the significance of this developing
connection. It is equivalent to going from the Little
League to the Majors in one leap in terms of the
credibility and visibility to science of our data. We
can toot our whistle all we want, but that doesn't
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Beluzo and I discussed with David Foster archiving
our old growth information at Harvard Forest, but
Tony D'Amato's PhD dissertation obviated the need
for that.
I'm concerned about the NTS legacy and how to
insure our data receives serious attention from the
scientific community. Matt Markworth's Kentucky
discoveries have influenced my thinking. Here it is
2016 and important discoveries are being made in
Kentucky for white pines. We need a distinguished
scientific organization and reliable tree measurers to
team up.
Robert T. Leverett

Re: Inwood Hill Park,
Manhattan
by Erik Danielsen » Sat Dec 26, 2015 3:10 pm
As it turns out, italian families of the atlantic coast
tend to have their primary christmas celebration on
christmas eve with a seafood feast, so I had an
unseasonably warm christmas day free of any plans.
I've been itching to get back to Inwood, so I went. It
seemed appropriate, really- the lone standing
specimen of my favorite species (eastern hemlock)
played my own personal christmas tree.

The lonely Hemlock.
It was quite an exciting trip! Exploring the high
ridgelines I met some substantial oaks, the last
hemlock, the big cottonwoods, plenty of tall black
locust and many hickories. Aside from shagbark, I
am relatively lost when it comes to hickories. I am
inclined to think that these are most likely bitternut
(not unlike the bitternut-tulip association Elijah and
Tom have documented at Green Lakes) or maybe
mockernut as the bark seems a bit "tighter" than the
images that turn up for pignut bark, but I am
definitely seeking some appraisal from the images I
took. The hickories are more abundant than I initially
realized down in the "bowl" of the park where the tall
tulips grow, and do quite well there also. There are
also some nice Ulmus specimens that I am inclined to
think are red elm rather than american, but could use
some insight on these as well.
{Corrections: the elms are American, and the hickory
most likely Pignut. Thanks Jess and Brian}
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Hickory foliage

Ulmus in the foreground, very butressy. The 113'
hickory is the tree immediately behind it with a blue
blaze.

Bark on the tallest hickory specimen measured
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The numbers keep going up; I even found a taller
point on the big ginko. Three tulips now exceed 150,
and the height gradient seems almost absurdly precise
as one moves down the slope into the bottom of the
"bowl" where the tallest tulips are located, as though
the canopy height is even all across and the ground
level is the primary variable. There is a single section
of forest in the bowl, a triangular area delineated by
three sections of trail that form its borders, that
contains the tallest tulips, red oak, white oak, black
birch, and probably hickory- though the tallest
hickory I measured so far is a skinny little rocket of
growth on the side of a ravine just before the "bowl"
empties out into the manicured field. The tall black
birch, the only well-formed specimen I've found,
grows in the shadow of a gorgeous old tulip with a
hollowed base.

Ulmus bark

The nice black birch, with a wonderful hollow tulip
beside it.
Ulmus leaf
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I was also fortunate to have a chance encounter with
a woman who was hiking with her family and
stopped to ask me about what I was measuring. As it
turns out, she's an NYU professor currently involved
in another type of tree research- studying the
relationship between leaf volume in urban
environments, ultrafine particulate air pollution, and
human health impacts, as a brief overview- the work
she's doing is really quite involved (and also related
to my dayjob with the compost project, indirectly)
with many other components so I'm looking forward
to following up with her to learn more about the work
that she's doing. She was kind enough to pose as a
scale model in front of the largest cottonwood while
emailing me her contact info.

The largest cottonwood, with a fellow tree researcher
graciously posing for scale while sending me her
contact info.
Anyway, the numbers (from both visits now)Black Birch
104.7/5.3'cbh
79.6
Carya sp.
122.1/5.1'cbh
119
113/measured cbh and somehow forgot to write it
down, ~10'. Very nice mature specimen.
112.4/8.3'cbh
106.9
American Beech
91.8/11.7'cbh very imposing standing snag, no large
beech observed alive so far
Ginko
118.7/15.3'cbh does anyone know of a taller ginko?
Good spread too, wondering if this might be a
national champ candidate
Tuliptree
151.2/11.2'cbh grows immediately next to following
tree
149.4/12.6'cbh
150.7/8.9'cbh broken bole with two resulting leaders,
one dead, the other reaching high into a gap between
the canopies of the older tulips
150.8
147.5
147.4/16.4'cbh new top on previously measured
thickest tulip
147.4
145.5/13.8'cbh hollow at base
145.5/12.7'cbh
145.1
144.9
143.7
143.4
141.2
140.1
138.4/11.5
134 park entrance
Eastern Cottonwood
109/17.7'cbh
101.6/13.5'cbh
White Oak
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123.2/8.4'cbh
115.8/8.4'cbh
114.6/10.7'cbh singlestem but split about 10' up into
stems of nearly equal size
106.5'/8.5'cbh
101.7/11'cbh ridgetop
Chestnut Oak (did not measure any new this
occasion)
102.3
101.8/9.9'cbh
101.7/8.9'cbh
Northern Red Oak
131.6/9.3'cbh
125.1/10.2'cbh
125.1 thin young tree
122.8/9.9'cbh
122.5
110.8/9.6'cbh ridgetop
110.7
107.8/10.9'cbh rather old-looking
92.1/15.3'cbh ridgetop, many burls
Black Oak ridgetop only
103.1/9.3'cbh
94.7/12'cbh
Black Locust ridgetop only
102.9
95.5
Eastern Hemlock
82.9/9.9'cbh ridgetop (perhaps exposure favored its
survival over the adelgid, compared to the hemlocks
that used to be present in the ravine?)
Ulmus sp.
99.5/5.8'cbh

Pignut Hickory
124.9
116.4/9.4'cbh (previously measured to 113')
Northern Red Oak
116.9
115.9/13.7'cbh large old specimen within the tall
tulips
112.3
White Oak
113.3/6.3'cbh
113/10.6'cbh
108.3/8.5'cbh
Chestnut Oak
111.5/10.4'cbh/69'ACS. New state height record, at
253 AF points might be a contender for legitimate
state champion- the listed tree at 20'+cbh inclines me
to question. Max crown spread 81'.
101.5/5.8'cbh
100.8/9.1'cbh
100.5
Black Birch
105.7/5.3'cbh (same specimen as previously
measured to 104.7, better vantage point with clear
view of highest twig).
Tuliptree
145/12.1'cbh
When Zihao arrived he showed me around the salt
marsh that is infiltrating the manicured park area, and
the regionally rare brackish-condition specialist
plants that have shown up in association with that.
Most of the planted trees along that part of the park
are london plane, but I felt the need to wrap my tape
around this chunky Black Willow in the corner of the
lawn. 15.5'cbh! The largest I've met, at least. A few
shots into the crown put it at about 65' tall. I may
measure this tree more carefully in the future, it has a
nice spread as well.

Re: Inwood Hill Park,
Manhattan
by Erik Danielsen » Mon Jan 18, 2016 12:28 am
This morning I spent a couple hours at Inwood Hill
before meeting up with David Burg and another
botanist friend, Zihao Wang, to measure some trees
around the Bronx (more on that in another report!).
For this visit I concentrated on non-tuliptree
measurements, particularly Chestnut Oak, and found
more definitive canopy views with higher points for
some previously measured trees. New numbers:
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The large open-grown Black Willow.

Our journalist friend and the Hemlock
It's hard to believe how many separate trails
crisscross this small forest. Today I took one that I
previously had not and found myself suddenly at the
base of a mature Chestnut Oak that seemed even
more impressive than the specimen I recorded last
time. By the numbers, it is slightly shorter than the
other specimen, but slight thicker. Aesthetically it's
fantastic, a tall column topped by a tangle of sinuous
limbs. Nearby was also a fairly large sassafrass, the
canopy here chiefly red and associate oaks with some
emergent tulips. There's American Chestnut
deadwood on the forest floor. Slightly further down
the trail I found a better view of the thin Pignut
Hickory I had measured before, revealing a higher
top.

Re: Inwood Hill Park,
Manhattan
by Erik Danielsen » Sat Feb 06, 2016 10:47 pm
Saturday 2/6/2016 I headed up to Inwood Hill again,
this time to meet a journalist for a walk and
discussion of the park's trees. She kindly posed with
the last remaining hemlock for a nice scale shot.
After our walk and a lunchbreak, I went back into the
forest to do some measuring.
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From there the trail entered the epicenter of the tall
tree measurements I've shared here in the past, and
seeking new viewpoints I both revised existing
measurements (a new max for white oak) and
measured specimens that I had yet to get to. I think
one corner is now just about exhausted, in the
vicinity of the thickest tuliptree. It's hard to find a red
oak below 120' in this section.
After trying a couple more tuliptrees, I wandered out
of the central "bowl" and up onto a section of the
slope I had not visited before. I expected heights to
taper off here somewhat. A surprise was waiting.
Scanning upwards the tuliptrees consistently reached
the 140' range, and there in their midst grows a
double-trunked chestnut oak. I almost passed it by,
since its two stems have not developed the attractive
high crown seen on mature trees, but there was
something suspiciously lofty about the upswept
branches. 132.1' tall for the thicker stem! The thinner
stem 127.2', which would be fantastic on its own.
With this specimen chestnut oak is the tallest oak
species I've measured at Inwood Hill and leapfrogs
white oak for the second-tallest oak species measured
in NY state. Nearby was another 130' red oak and I
expect that species will turn out to be the tallest oak
on-site when all are accounted for. Red Oaks in the
upper 120s are common there, while chestnut oaks
over 110' seem to be outliers.

The 110.7'/10.9'cbh beautiful chestnut oak, with me
for scale

A full view of the beautiful chestnut oak
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These two trunks seem likely to have originated as
coppice sprouts.
Heading back downhill I stumbled on the most
convoluted, buttressy American Elm I've ever seen. A
hunched demeanor ensures that it's not very tall, but
it is quite a character tree.

The tall double chestnut oak. Ignore the tuliptree
behind them rising between the two trunks, it blends
in to appear as though it's a third trunk.
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129.4/8.8'cbh
129.3/11'cbh
124.6/9.4'cbh
123.1 thin young tree
122.7/13.7'cbh specimen previously measured to
115.9'
Chestnut Oak
132.1/8.1' circumference taken 1' above fusion to
avoid flare
127.2 fused to above tree. Narrowest point below
fusion 13.8' circumference
110.7/10.9'cbh
Pignut Hickory
124.5/5.1'cbh previously measured to 122.1'
American Elm
75.9/11.7'cbh
Sassafrass
92.4/6.4'cbh

Re: Inwood Hill Park,
Manhattan
by Erik Danielsen » Mon Feb 15, 2016 11:09 pm
Today I made another visit to Inwood. It was only
possible to take rangefinder measurements for a little
while before the snowfall became too dense to
penetrate. This time my focus was to broaden the
range of species represented in my measurements,
since it is a very diverse site and I've really been
concentrating on certain species. Some of the species
I measured today are not native to the site and while
they're not present in the very center of the "clove"
they are nonetheless integrated as forest trees (growth
forms on some of the more weathered slopes or at
trail edges are intermediate). Some numbersAmerican Elm two gorgeous old trees at the bottom
of the slope, very buttressed
96.9/10.8'cbh
81.3/11.3'cbh
Royal Paulonia
86.2/7.9'cbh
78.8/11.3'cbh
Red Maple so far no large or old red maple has
turned up
81.6
77.4

This elm seems as though it belongs in a tropical
forest. One buttress snakes at least 12 feet out from
the tree before disappearing.

Today's numbers:
Black Birch
93.2/6.1'cbh
Tuliptree
148.5/12.1'cbh
146/11.7'cbh
142.4/8.8'cbh
128.9/12.7'cbh seems likely one of the oldest tulips
present
White Oak
125.8/8.4'cbh new top on specimen previously
measured to 115.8'
Northern Red Oak
130.6/11.4'cbh
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White Ash gorgeous tall pillar of deep-ridged bark,
but deteriorating. Ash is otherwise scarce at Inwood
102.5/10.6'cbh
Sugar Maple it's unclear to me whether sugar maple
is native to the site or derives from estate plantings
104.9/7.2'cbh notably older than other sugar maples
present, which otherwise seem even-aged
102.7/5.3'cbh
95.7/5.7'cbh
Little-Leaf Linden heavily planted in NYC, crops up
within the forest at Inwood not infrequently
95.5/6.4'cbh
Northern Hackberry small individuals are plentiful
but few grow larger
71.2/4.4'cbh
Osage Orange plentiful in the understory of certain
sections. Met better specimens after the snow got
thick
59'
White Pine gorgeous tree nestled between two very
old tulips. Perhaps the fork near its base spared it the
saw as a youngish tree early in the site's colonial
history, as this is the only mature pine present and
must be over 150 years old.
113.1/9.8' circumference at 0.5' above midslope
(narrowest point below fork). I'd estimate 7-8'
circumference above fusion.
Black Locust there are many tall individuals. Last
tree I was able to measure today
106.4

have a hard time getting excited about the scraggly
specimens there. Those allegheny-plateau-grown
cherries have spoiled me.

Re: Inwood Hill Park,
Manhattan
by Erik Danielsen » Tue Mar 22, 2016 10:24 am
I ended work near Inwood yesterday and was able to
get a few measurements in before the sun went down.
The more I measure at Inwood, the more there seems
to be still to find. I also was able to repeat my
measurements on one of the most impressive
Tuliptrees from the opposite slope and get the exact
same height down to the tenths- 145.5/13.8'cbh. I
might complain about my Bushnell but at least it's
consistent. New trees:
Black Oak
116.7/6.3'cbh
White Oak
115.9/8.8'cbh
115.2/6.3'cbh
Sugar Maple
114.5/5.1'cbh
Tuliptree
146/10.7'cbh
145.8/too many briars

Further observations- there's a little bit of swamp
white oak in one section. I didn't get to measuring the
one specimen that was clearly SWO, a youngish tree.
Differentiating old white and swamp white oaks
without leaves is a task I've not yet practiced. It's
becoming clear that there's at least one more hickory
species present. Near one of the forest edges there's a
lot of chinese chestnut as well as some girthy
european hornbeam. The Sierra Club Guide to the
Ancient Forests of the Northeast mentions mature
cucumber magnolia, but I suspect the specimen(s?)
referenced were derived from an estate's plantings
and have fallen in the intervening decades. I may
have come across some Kentucky Coffeetree, which
is documented as present, but it's an entirely
unfamiliar species to me as of yet. I'll have to finally
measure some black cherry next time I'm there; I just

The black and white oaks are from the same westfacing rich inner slope of the clove as the tallest
chestnut and red oaks. Trees from 6.5-9-cbh and in
the 110-120' range seem to be the "type" for white
oaks at Inwood, with some outliers. Black oak is
uncommon overall, and this is the only young tall
specimen I've seen- most others are thicker
intermediate forms on outcroppings with reduced
competition. I hope to find at least a couple more,
though.
The sugar maple and tulips here are from the steepest
slope, the east-facing slope inside the northern end of
the clove, where bare rock with small "caves"
alternates with pockets of deep soil. There are several
other tall maples there I'll have to measure and the
tulips are even taller than I thought- they seem to find
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the shelter of the near-vertical slope above them
favorable. There might be another 150' in that
section. I've now measured two dozen 140+ tuliptrees
at Inwood, even while ignoring a couple tall sections.
The total might approach 40 over 140.

Spicebush
21.6
19.5/2.6'cbh
Sweetgum
102.2/7.1'cbh
98.5/6.2'cbh
97.4/10.5'cbh
Tuliptree
148.8/10.7'cbh new top
White Pine
119.2/9.8'cbh new top
Chestnut Oak unread twigs or margin of error, hard
to say
132.5/8.1'cbh
104.1
Northern Red Oak
129.4/6.2'cbh
127.3/11.2'cbh
106.3/15.9'cbh enormous intermediate form at edge
of park, will photograph strange trunk
Black Oak minor gain
117.3/6.3'cbh
Black Locust
111.2
105
104.8
American Elm new state current max height
116.8/5.8'cbh
93.5/7'cbh

Re: Inwood Hill Park,
Manhattan
by Erik Danielsen » Sat Apr 09, 2016 12:12 am
On Thursday 4/7 I finally hit Inwood with my new
rangefinder to seek out some top twigs my old unit
wouldn't quite read, and measure a few species I had
previously neglected. At last I can confirm bitternut
and mockernut as additional hickory species present
along with pignut. Winter and spring has been a good
time to learn by the buds. There's also some that
would appear to be pignut but have noticeably
shaggier bark, leading me to wonder if red hickory is
a possibility. A new current state max for American
Elm appeared by surprise- we'll have to see if the
slightly taller one in Zoar is still standing! The tallest
pignut also pushed upwards, as did the black and
chestnut oaks though by small amounts. Continuing
to the other side of the park I remeasured the single
white pine from the other side and remeasured the
tallest black locust- both gained a good bit. I was also
glad to see Dutchman's Breeches in bloom, a spring
ephemeral wildflower that has few remaining
populations in NYC.
Sugar Maple
106.8/6.7'cbh
106/4.8'cbh
Ironwood
27.8
Bitternut Hickory
107.5/8.3'cbh
Pignut Hickory
128.1/5.1'cbh (remeasure)
118.9'6'cbh
Possible Red Hickory?
100.6
Mockernut Hickory
90.1/4.3'cbh
White Ash
103.9/10.6'cbh (gained a little height)
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Some tall trees along the trail. Will have to spend
some time with my good camera at Inwood, it needs
some better photos to do it justice.

Dutchman's Breeches!

Re: Inwood Hill Park,
Manhattan
by Erik Danielsen » Sun Dec 25, 2016 10:54 pm
This warm, sunny christmas Sunday I made my
second annual christmas visit to Inwood Hill Park to
continue updating the Rucker Index. I've made
several visits since I last updated this thread, both
with leaves on for better confirmation of species IDs
and in fall right after I got my Trupulse to give it
some practice. As this thread has gotten pretty messy
with a number of repeat measurements, ID revisions
etc I'm hoping to summarize everything more
definitively in a PDF report by the end of the winter
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giving a full accounting of the remarkable trees of
this unique urban forest. In the meantime, there are
some new numbers and trees to report.

A big surprise right as Matt was about to hit the road
was an enormous Hackberry hiding in the opposite
corner of the park by some baseball fields. This is a
big tree! From a distance I mistook it for a Silver
Maple, realizing it was a Hackberry as I walked
closer really knocked my socks off. Sadly the
pictures I took of Mark with the Hackberry were lost,
but I've visited it since to take more.

From the ridge, a view of the saltmarsh and northern
manhattan beyond it, and a bit of the bronx past that.
In the summer Matt Markworth came through on his
way out to Massachusetts and we took a walk
through a much shadier Inwood examining the trees
and confirming that Inwood's heavy human impacts
have resulted in a very confusing mix of species.
Among the interesting revisions were that the LittleLeaf Linden I had measured is probably Basswood
after all, but there are at least two and possibly three
other Tilia species present, particularly in the
ridgetop sections that were more heavily cleared and
settled as estates. The tallest hickory turns out to be a
Bitternut after all, though there's a largish probably
pignut nearby. Later on I found definite red hickories
(based on fresh fruits) in a natural forested area of an
adjacent park, so those are again still a possibility. A
couple very impressively buttressed elms I had
previously described here as American (before
learning the bark trick) are in fact Wych elms. There
are some odd things going on with Mulberries, some
obvious whites but also some that seem very red and
some intermediate; red mulberry is somewhat rare in
NYC.

Base of the big hackberry
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Another view of the hackberry- on one side it's up
against a stone wall.
Crown of the hackberry. Looks like it lost a chunk at
some point in the last several years but it's got an
impressive spread

When I visited in fall with my new trupulse I was
able to confirm a new top over 150' on the largest of
the tulips (previously at 147.4), and also confirm
taller heights for the Ginkgo and the Bitternut
Hickory. A fairly tall Ailanthus also showed up in the
forest- but just one.
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At the base of the big tuliptree- 151.2'/16.4'cbh
The 131.1'/5.2'cbh Bitternut Hickory

Finally, today, I very carefully remeasured the tallest
American Elm, Northern Red Oak, White Oak, and
Chestnut Oak, as well as the tallest Black Locust. I
intended to remeasure the tallest black oak as well
but found it prostrate, much to my regret. It had
seemed like a pretty stressed tree before. It leaves us
without a tall black oak in the rucker, as all the others
are gnarled ridgetop trees. The white oak and
chestnut oak both saw sleight height reductions, but
the new top on the red oak was very satisfying and
the elm and black locust gained a little too.
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The tallest red oak centered here; in the background
you can see the tallest white oak and big tuliptree,
illustrating how close together all three trees are.

The tallest white oak is centered here, right in front
of the biggest tuliptree.
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Northern Red Oak remeasures
135.8'/9.6'cbh
130.2'/10.2'cbh
Chestnut Oak remeasure
131'/8.1' circumference taken 1' above fusion to avoid
flare
Black Locust remeasure
113.3'
With the new measurements and the black oak
dropping out, the RHI10 for Inwood Hill Park stands
at 125.7. With more tall trees still unmeasured I
believe Welwyn Preserve at 125.6 will overtake this
site as SE NY's tallest forest but Inwood's some
canopy to beat.

My friend Teddy the Urban Parks Ranger at the base
of the tallest Chestnut Oak. He runs educational
programming in Inwood.
All that said, here are the numbers for new or updated
trees as mentioned from those visits:
Ginkgo remeasure
119.1'/15.5'cbh
Tuliptree remeasure
151.2'/16.4'cbh
150x16
Ailanthus
105'/6.6'cbh
Hophornbeam
46.5'/3'cbh
Bitternut Hickory remeasure
131.1'/5.2'cbh
Hackberry
93.9'/12.4'cbh
American Elm remeasure
117.5'/6'cbh
White Oak remeasure
124.4'/8.4'cbh

The way the setting sun rakes its light through the
bare winter forest is really quite beautiful
Happy Holidays to everyone.
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De La Ronde Plantation
Chalmette Louisiana
by Larry Tucei » Sun Jan 17, 2016 7:43 pm
De La Ronde Plantation was once a beautiful very
large Mansion in what is now Chalmette Louisiana.

It’s claimed that in 1783 in celebration of his 21st
birthday the avenue of Oaks were planted.

Pierre Denis De La Ronde built his home here in
1805. A sugar Plantation that was the most lavish in
this region and he was one of the wealthiest of all. De
La Ronde was a Major- General, Commander of the
Louisiana Militia and a Colonel to Andrew Jackson
at the Battle of New Orleans. The British Garrisoned
here before the battle and did much damage to his
home. A night battle took place here on Dec 23 1814
when Andrew Jackson had his men probe the British
line prior to the battle on Jan 8 1815. De La Ronde
planted an avenue of Live Oaks 2 rows of 21 trees
from the Mansion south to the Mississippi River
approx. 1200 yards long.

After some research maps from 1815 had no avenue
yet and they were most likely planted in the 1820’s.
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Oak # 16 east was 18’ 2”, Oak # 16 west had a CBH
of 21’ 11”, Spread 90’ x 49.5’ and Height to 59’ also
pruned. I added these two Oaks to my listing now at
255.

The Mansion burned in 1876 so only the foundation
and the great Live Oaks remain. The trees are
suffering from the huge Refinery on two sides’
termite and Hurricane damage. Several of the tees are
gone and a few are struggling from lack of care. Most
of the remaining trees are fine and with some pruning
and care should last for many years to come. The
average size of the Oaks are between 14-18’ in
Circumference with the two largest at 20’ 3” and 21’
11”. However I did notice two of the dead Oak of
about the same size.

Hermosa Creek Scenes 2015
by Matt Markworth » Mon Jan 18, 2016 7:10 pm
NTS, I've posted some individual tree photos along
with previously posted measurements, but also just
wanted to share some non-measurement related
photos. With the AF National Cadre training, lots of
NTS folks, and lots of time in the forest, the 2015 trip
was definitely an unforgettable trip for me. All of
these photos are from Hermosa Creek:
Hermosa Creek Park, at the northern end of the trail:

Oak #14 East
Oak # 14 east was 20’ 3” CBH, Height 75’ with a
Crown Spread of 89’ x 93’ it would be much greater
but had been pruned from past Hurricanes or storms.
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Southwestern white pine crown:

Will on the Dutch Creek Trail:
Waterfall on Buck Creek:

Gambel oak and Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine:
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Part of the "trail" on Buck Creek, climbing this log in
the rain was a bit dicey, but the big nails on the sides
helped tremendously:

Not alone in the woods!
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Aspen carving that is at a height that would have
been done on horseback.
The symbol at the top could possibly be a branding
mark. It reads J Moss OCT 3 1934

Matt Markworth
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The Forest Weeps + Before &
After Photos of Redwood
Titans
by mdvaden » Mon Jan 18, 2016 9:27 pm
Earlier tonight, I started a new page about damage to
redwood forest habitat. Sharing that page and photos
can get the point across to people who might not
realize the importance of treading carefully.
LINK
> http://www.mdvaden.com/redwood_the_forest_we
eps.shtml
Have a good day
M. D. Vaden of Oregon
>>> http://www.mdvaden.com
Over 200 Pages of Redwoods
>>> http://www.mdvaden.com/grove_of_titans.shtml

Re: Impact - Before & After
photos redwood Titans
by mdvaden » Thu Mar 24, 2016 11:48 am
Lucas wrote:FYI Study documents drought's impact
on redwood forest ferns ... Tough times for ferns

Re: The Forest Weeps +
Before & After Photos of
Redwood Titans

In the north, the ferns seem okay but need new fronds
now. One albino sure felt it. Anyway ... here is the
most recent "AFTER" photo taken in the Grove of
Titans this month compared to one of my earliest
images. These are the same photos utilized for the
page The Forest Weeps.

by mdvaden » Fri May 20, 2016 9:48 pm
Two updates.
1. The following donation was mailed to the redwood
parks to day to potentially curb some impact to the
Grove of Titans.
2. My discovery page
- http://www.mdvaden.com/redwood_year_discovery
.shtml - was updated to announce collaborator
changes.
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When it comes to big trees in NYC, David is one of
the best resources around. First we went to visit the
White Oak of Mosholu, which likely began life as a
field tree in the early period of NYC's colonization.
There are an assortment of white oaks of
progressively younger age surrounding it, some
probably its descendants. This tree is right on the
border between an area of parkland in younger forest
and open fields, and a dense residential area. Traffic
passes continuously below its outstretched branches.
It's not in great shape, but also has not been attacked
with a chainsaw.
White Oak of Mosholu: 75' tall, 15.2'cbh, 85.2'ACS,
105' maximum spread.

Great Trees of the Bronx
by Erik Danielsen » Thu Jan 21, 2016 11:07 pm

The White Oak of Mosholu, with Zihao

NYC's northernmost Borough, the Bronx (Kings
County), does not lack for charismatic megaflora.
Pelham Bay Park, as previously reported on, is home
to big-tree hardwood old growth as well as ancient
stunted trees on coastal stone outcroppings. Van
Cortlandt park, the forest at NYBG and an assortment
of other small parks also contain forests I look
forward to measuring. Like the other boroughs,
though, some of the very most impressive trees in the
Bronx are not in forested parks but occupying street
margins, manicured landscapes, and small private
parcels, and this thread will be for them.

After that we drove to Woodlawn Cemetery.
Woodlawn is home to a number of interesting trees,
actually, mostly exotics. An american holly that we
drove past is definitely on my to-measure list,
though, seemingly well over 50 feet, about 2'dbh and
a beautiful conical shape. The Parks Department
acknowledges a number of trees from this cemetery
on their "Great Trees" page, and describes the great
white oak as the cemetery's oldest tree, which is
likely true. It also describes the tree as being 90' tall,
64.2" in diameter, and with an average crown spread
of 82
feet. http://www.nycgovparks.org/facilities/greattrees?id=32

On sunday 1/17 I met David Burg of WildMetro and
Zihao Wang, a botanist who he often works with, and
took a tree of several trees David felt I should see.
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As measured 1/17 the white oak of woodlawn
cemetery is 83.1' tall, 16.7'cbh (63.9"dbh), 124.5' in
average crown spread and 141' maximum crown
spread. Here it seems Parks wasn't actually that far
off in their height measurement (would be a
reasonable tangent error), though their spread
measurement makes me wonder. I worked with 12
spokes and would be hard-pressed to find a single
reasonable point where the spread was as little as 82
feet. This tree is seemingly a bit younger than the
Granny Oak of Pelham Bay but still quite aged. It's
well taken-care of in that there are cables supporting
some of its further-spread limbs. An undeniably
gorgeous tree that would be worth including on any
"tree tour" of the city.

The Spuyten Duyvil Giant, with Zihao at the base.
The Giant measures 120.7' tall, 19.2'cbh (230.7"cbh)
and 91.8'acs, with a maximum measured spread of
97.2'. This tree's location on a steep slope in a small
patch of green between multiple residences made it a
challenge to satisfyingly measure. The crown spread
in particular was limited to 4 "spokes" shooting out
from the trunk to constitute two perpendicular axes,
with the longer axis taken as maximum spread. I am
more confident on the height being at or near the
actual top. From another vantage point I measured a
clear view of the tree's top down to one of the lowest
major branches to be 92'. The height of the trunk
below that branch to the tree's base can't be much
more than 30', based on the photographs (I will verify
in the future, but our time was cut short before I
could return to the base of the tree). The 2013
measurements for the champion listing have the tree
at 219"cbh (reason to believe the tree might have
grown this fast), 142' tall (probably tangent error),
and 100'acs, which doesn't seem too unreasonable
considering my own numbers and challenges. The

The Great White Oak of Woodlawn with Zihao for
scale.
Continuing, we drove to see the Spuyten Duyvil
Giant tuliptree, in the backyard of one of David's
nearby neighbors. A small piece of wooded land
between the residences, privately owned, was stocked
thoroughly with tall, straight tulip, sweetgum, and
oak. The Spuyten Duyvil Giant is currently the listed
NYS champion tuliptree, so it was time to see how
this specimen stacks up against the Clove Lakes
Colossus in Staten Island.
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Tangent errors pot pouri

old measurements put the tree at 386 points. My
measurements put it at 374. The Clove Lakes tree is
at 433; I'll have to put in the nomination. The
Spuyten Duyvil Giant is nonetheless of a remarkable
size and beautiful form, and all the more unique for
its residential situation.

by dbhguru » Sun Jan 24, 2016 1:16 pm
Hi Folks,
I am pleased to report that the AF National Cadre is
gaining steam. We now have 27 members and should
soon add a 28th. A new unofficial responsibility of
the Cadre that looms large on the horizon is
assistance in training state people. While the Cadre
must use the Sine Method for measuring tree height,
state people will likely continue using the Tangent
Method for several years to come. The best we can
do is to train them on how to avoid making large
errors, and to understand the method at a deeper
level. For NTS members who either are Cadre or are
not, this is a tall order. This post is intended to aid in
the training.
Baseline for Tangent Method
The first hurdle is to get tangent measurers to
understand what constitutes the correct baseline for a
tangent-based measurement, especially for the crown.
Simply stated, the correct baseline for the tree top is
the level line from the eye to the point that is
vertically below the point being measured. What will
come as the first shock is that the correct baseline has
nothing to do with the trunk except in cases where
the top is vertically above the point on the trunk that
is level with the eye. In other words if a tape is
stretched level from the eye to the trunk and the point
where the tape touches the trunk is vertically beneath
the top being measured, then the trunk does plays a
convenient role in establishing the baseline. As we
know, this works reasonably well for lots of conifers,
especially plantation trees, but often fails for broadcrowned hardwoods, such as we often measure for
championship status.

The shapes in the crown are mesmerizing; heavy
balding on the upslope side, well into the crown, and
lightning cables installed after a strike years ago
reflect this veteran's persistence in the face of
adversity.
Lastly, just above and across the street from the giant
tulip is a wonderful old Black Oak right where the
street borders the lawn (with a few more nice
specimen trees on it) of some large institutional
building. This oak was also well worth measuring!
87.1' tall, 15.3'cbh and 109'acs, with a maximum
spread of 122'. My encounters with black oak have
been relatively limited but this is the greatest spread I
have encountered on one. Sadly I didn't think to take
a picture since at that point we were in a rush.

So, what is the disconnect? Clinometer users are
taught (or assume) that the instrument was designed
to measure tree height and that if they used it as
instructed, they will get tree height. However, what
the clinometer is actually designed to do is convert an
angle in the vertical plane to the vertical leg of a right
triangle based on an assumed horizontal distance. If
the horizontal distance is a surveyor's chain length of
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66 feet or a multiple thereof, all the measurer need do
is read height off of a scale as if the baseline is 66
feet, or multiply by 2 if the baseline is 132 feet. If the
assumed clinometer baseline is 100 feet, the
clinometer scale reads the tree's height. No
calculation needed for any distance. But all the
clinometer scale is doing is returning the height leg of
a right triangle for the angle measured as a expressed
as a percentage of the baseline.

If we consider an error in baseline distance with no
angle error, the rule is that the lower the angle to the
target, meaning a longer baseline, the less the error in
height. It's that simple, or is it? Well, as you get
farther back, unless the ground slopes downward,
going back, the more of the crown use see - but less
distinctly. It will always be a situation of tradeoffs.
If we consider an error in angle only, no baseline
error, then the minimum error in height will be at 45
degrees - exactly 45 degrees. At higher or lower
angles, the height error goes up.

The critical assumption is that a right triangle has
been formed by the baseline, the line from the end of
the baseline up to the top, and the line from the top
back to the eye (hypotenuse). Either it does or it
doesn't, but clinometer manufacturers don't tell
measurers what to do if the tree being measured does
not correspond to the one shown in their diagram, i.e.
with the top positioned vertically over the base.
Cadre trainers have to get these points across to
trainees.

If we have errors in both angle and distance, and
they are both in the same direction, i.e. over or under,
then the minimum error in height will be at an angle
to the target of less than 45 degrees. It could be as
low as 30 degrees.
If we have errors in both angle and distance, and
they are in opposite direction, i.e.one over and one
under, then the minimum error in height will vary
enormously. It's Katie bar the door, For example, if
the distance error is -2 feet and the angle error is +1.5
degrees, would you have guessed that an angle to the
target of 50.6 degrees minimizes the height error?
Now, let's switch the sign of the errors to +2 feet and
-1.5 degrees. Where's the sweet spot? It is still at 50.6
degrees. If our error had been +1 foot and still -1.5
degrees, the sweet spot would be at 49.1 degrees.
Would that have been obvious?

Methods for Establishing the Right Baseline
Once the trainee understands the requirement to
establish the correct baseline, the trainer can cover
cross-traingulation as one method of pinpointing the
spot on the ground vertically under the top. A second
method is to assume a position in which the level line
of sight to the trunk is 90 degrees to the vertical plane
containing the end of the baseline and the top. These
methods are illustrated in the AF guidelines.
However, the trainer should also alert the trainee to
situations where either or both methods can't be used.
For example, when one changes one's location, the
visibility of a point in the crown may be lost.

Assuming the worst distance error would be +/-3
feet and angle error +/-1.5 degrees, we find the sweet
spots at 53.5 for (-3,1.5) and 55.4 for (3,-1.5). So
much for a simple all inclusive rule. It helps to play
what-if games using an Excel spreadsheet. I think
some of the combinations will elicit amusing
responses from some of you.

Understanding the Impact of Distance and Angle
Errors
Even if the trainee understands what constitutes a
correct baseline for the top being measured, there is
the possibility of angle and baseline distance errors.
How do these kinds of errors translate to errors in
height? Are there rules or guidelines to be invoked
that could bring down an error in either distance,
angle, or both? Here is where matters get
complicated. There are guidelines to follow, but used
blindly, they can lead you in the wrong direction.

The problems associated with high angles to the
target often manifest themselves in conflicting ways.
You have greater visibility form being closer, but
look upward at a steep angle lessens your chances of
seeing the top.In addition, your instrument may be
less reliable at high angles. Something to think of.
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Texas Hill Country

The attached spreadsheet allows you to play what-if
games. I hope I haven't made any formula errors.
Catching my goofs isn't a strength of mine. It would
be greatly appreciated if some of you could check the
logics. Remember that in Excel, angles used in
functions must be expressed in radians as opposed to
degrees. The functions Degrees() and Radians()
allows you to convert back and forth.

by Iowa Big Tree Guy » Sun Jan 24, 2016 10:29
pm
In May of 2015 Rita and I went on vacation to the
hill country of Texas which occupies the eastern part
of the Edward’s Plateau. We stayed near Bandera,
Texas which is about 30 miles northwest of San
Antonio. We were primarily on a birding trip to see
two endemic species. We were looking for the
golden-cheeked warbler and the black-capped vireo.
We did find the warbler, but the vireo eluded us.
Birding and looking for trees at the same time isn’t
easy but I did my best to not miss a new bird or a
new tree!

Note that, the spreadsheet starts by you supplying an
assumed tree height in cell A14. Starting at 25 feet,
distances are incremented by 10 feet for each new
row. The resulting angle from eye to top is
calculated. You supply distance and angle errors in
cells E14 and F14 respectively. Column H shows the
height calculated from the original height and
distance plus the errors in distance and angle.

When traveling from Des Moines to the hill country,
over 90 percent of the trip is spent on Interstate 35
which doesn’t offer much for tree viewing but there
are some areas of interest. In southern Oklahoma, the
interstate passes by the Arbuckle Mountains. This is
an ancient range with the highest elevation reaching
only 1,412’. Not only does this range resemble the
hill country of Texas, but many of the bird and tree
species are common to both areas.

Note that included in the last 3 columns are height
error calculations via the total differential approach.
Basically, the lesson here is that if the error in a
measurement is a substantial percentage of its base
value, the total differential is not a good method. That
point has never been in question, but I don't think I
have stressed it previously.
I'll go through the spreadsheet again in a couple of
days looking for errors. But here it is now.

It is interesting that I 35 passes through much of the
Cross Timbers region from north to south. The Cross
Timbers actually starts in the north at the southern
edge of Kansas and extends south to central Texas.
The gamble oaks and post oaks that make up most of
the forest composition are not particularly large, but
it is an interesting forest for those of us that
appreciate trees. Much of this ecosystem has been
altered, but there are places where you can still
experience the feel of this forest in the prairie.

TangentErrorAlaCart.xlsx
(82.22 KiB)
Robert T. Leverett

We arrived at our destination near Bandera, Texas
late at night. At the entryway to our unit we were
greeted by a scorpion on the door mat and bats
hanging above the door. The average tourist would
have been dismayed but we were excited to get a
glimpse of some of the indigenous wildlife. Despite
incredibly rainy weather during our stay we managed
to visit several state parks including “Lost Maples
State Natural Area” which has an isolated population
of bigtooth maples, specifically the Uvalde bigtooth
maple, Acer grandidentatum var. sinuosum.
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the hill country. I didn’t realize until later that the
Arizona walnut, Juglans major, also occurs in the hill
country. In Texas, the range of the Arizona walnut is
divided into several very small isolated spots with the
largest population in the hill country. I’m fairly
certain the walnuts I saw were black walnuts even
though they were slightly outside the range shown in
the field guides. The Texas walnut is a small tree and
the Arizona walnut is usually a medium sized tree.
The ones I noticed were good sized with a few
bordering on quite large.

The bigtooth maple has several common names
including Uvalde bigtooth maple, canyon maple,
Sabinal maple and western sugar maple. It is
typically a small tree which is noted for beautiful
yellow to red fall foliage. The largest one in the
country is supposed to reside in the park but I’m not
sure I saw the national champion. I asked a park
employee where the champ was located and I was
directed to a specific trail. I asked if the tree was
designated and she said yes. When I searched for the
champion, there was no such designated tree. I found
a maple that may have been the champion but it was
in very poor shape.

Some of the trees that reach the extreme
southwestern or western edge of their range in the hill
country include the pecan, black walnut, baldcypress,
shumard oak, Carolina basswood, American
sycamore, eastern cottonwood, American elm and
sugarberry. The Texas live oak, escarpment oak, or
plateau oak is considered by some to be a western
variety of the live oak which would be another
species reaching the western edge of its range in the
hill country. So you may see the scientific name for
the Texas live oak listed as Quercus virginiana var.
fusiformis but most references consider the tree to be
a full species and use Quercus fusiformis. The
escarpment oak has many similar characteristics to Q.
virginiana but it generally doesn’t reach the size of
the live oak. It grows in drier conditions and can
withstand colder temperatures.

One of the most common tree species in the hill
country is the Ashe juniper which is found
throughout much of central and western Texas with
disjunct populations in Missouri, Arkansas, and
Oklahoma. It doesn’t compete well with deciduous
trees in the canyons but it thrives in the open rocky
areas. Usually it is a shrub or small tree with multiple
trunks, but some have a single trunk which is usually
less than 12” in diameter. The Ashe juniper is much
more common now than in the past. Frequent fires
before settlement kept most of the junipers from
getting established. The golden- cheeked warbler
requires the canopy of mature Ashe junipers for
habitat and they use the shredding strips of bark to
construct their nest.

Here is a list of some of the tree species we saw in
the hill country:

The Lacey oak is also called blue oak, smoky oak and
canyon oak. Except for small, isolated populations in
northeast Mexico and one small area north of the Rio
Grande River between the hill country and the Big
Bend area, the Lacey oak is confined to the Edwards
Plateau. This small to medium sized tree is
considered a semi evergreen and it resembles a small
live oak. The small size and bluish foliage helps to
separate this tree from the escarpment or Texas live
oak.

Juglans nigra walnut
Carya illinoinenses
Pecan
Ulmus americana elm
Populus deltoides cottonwood
Platanus occidentalis sycamore
Celtis lindheimeri hackberry
Tilia caroliniana basswood
Juniperus ashei -

There are three species of walnuts in Texas. The
range of the black walnut brushes the eastern edge of
the hill country, but there is a small isolated
population in the Bandera County area. I knew the
Texas walnut Juglans microcarpa, also known as
little walnut, dwarf walnut or nogalito, was found in
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juniper
Acer grandidentatum Bigtooth maple
Quercus muehlenbergii Chinkapin oak
Quercus buckleyi Texas red oak,
Buckley’s oak, Spanish oak
Quercus fusiformis Texas live oak,
Escarpment oak, Plateau oak
Quercus laceyi Lacey oak
Cercis canadensis var. texensis - Texas redbud
Prunus serotina Black cherry
Taxodium distichum Baldcypress
Prosopis glandulosa Honey mesquite

I made no attempt to measure the height in 1984, but
I did measure the circumference and found it to be
33’6”. Like many baldcypress, this tree has a
considerable amount of basal flare and the
circumference can vary depending on where it is
measured. In 1984 I’m certain I would have
measured the girth at 4 ½’ above the ground on the
uphill side of the slope in accordance to the AFA
guidelines at that time.
My second visit to this tree came in 1991 or 1992,
also in the winter. At that time there was another
huge baldcypress in the Big Thicket area of Texas
that I made arrangements to see. Because of an injury
to the owner shortly before my visit, I was unable to
view that one. I was, however, able to visit the Real
County baldcypress again.

Although we devoted most of our time to trees and
birds we also saw some interesting reptiles and
amphibians. Except for the turtles, the rainy weather
contributed to our success in finding the following
species. We found Gulf Coast toads, red-eared
sliders, Texas river cooters (turtle), a prairie
racerunner (lizard) and the best find was the
uncommon Baird’s rat snake.

No one plans for rainy days during their vacation, but
it rained all week! Right after we left, the rains
intensified which caused major flooding in much of
Texas. The day that I planned to visit the tree was a
total washout. Would I be able to see the baldcypress
at all? But one afternoon it was our good fortune to
be about one hour from the tree when the rain
stopped. A quick phone call to the land owner, Bob
Burditt, and we were on our way to the tree! The
property has been in Bob’s family since it was
homesteaded in 1882. A few hundred yards before
reaching “the big one”, there is another respectable
baldcypress. I only had time for the trunk
circumference which measured 28’7”. This one is in
very good shape and it could be a giant in another
century.

The dry upland areas of the hill country are an
interesting contrast to the lowlands where
baldcypress trees line the banks of the streams. The
largest baldcypress I saw is one that I have visited on
two previous trips. My first visit came in early
January of 1984 when I was fortunate to be able to
accompany a couple of birders on a trip to the state of
Sonora, Mexico for a Christmas Bird Count.
Although my friends were not particularly interested
in big trees, we did visit a few Texas champions,
including the largest baldcypress which grows in
Real County Texas.
This magnificent baldcypress had been the Texas
state champion since it was nominated in 1970. At
that time it was reported to have the following
dimensions:
Nomination
Dimensions
Measurements
Circumference Height Spread
cumference Height Spread
32’10”
111’
111’
33’4”
110’
100’

It was good to get reacquainted with the old
baldcypress. I was sorry to see a few of its limbs had
broken in the last few decades. Other than a few
broken limbs and a hollow in the trunk, which was
already there in 1984, it looked to be in good shape.
The height is probably not increasing much now for
the several hundred year old tree, but the trunk
circumference continues to grow. At 4 ½’ above the
ground on the uphill side, the trunk measured 36’7”.
That is an increase of 37” since 1984. It started to
rain before I could complete the crown spread
measurement. Parallel to the river the spread was 76’.
The perpendicular spread which extends over the Frio

Official
Cir
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River on one side, appeared to be greater so my
estimate for the average spread is approximately 85’.
Here are the dimensions of the baldcypress:
Circumference at 4 ½’ on the uphill side –
36’7”
Circumference at 4 ½’ on the downhill side – 40’11”
Circumference averaging the two measurements
above – 38’9”
Circumference midway between the uphill and
downhill measurements – 39’2”
Height – 107’
Average Crown Spread – 85’ (estimated)
Total Points – Approximately 593
As long as the mighty “Senator” was alive there
wouldn’t be another baldcypress that compared, but
now that the ”Senator” is gone, could this one from
the hill country be a contender for the largest
baldcypress? It certainly looks better qualified to me
than the National Champion “Cat Island” tree in
Louisiana. It also appears to be larger than the
National Co-Champion in Mississippi which has a
trunk that tapers dramatically.

Texas red oak, Buckley's oak or Spanish oak is a
relative of the Shumard oak

Oddly, the tree that is the subject of this report is no
longer even considered a state champion in Texas! I
checked the most recent Texas Big Tree Registry that
was updated in May of 2013. It lists a baldcypress
with a trunk circumference of 36’9”, a height of 94’,
and a crown spread of 115’ for a total of 564 total
points as the largest. This is 29 points smaller than
the Burditt’s tree. I will point out this discrepancy to
the officials of the Texas Big Tree Registry and
hopefully the former champion will regain the title of
the largest baldcypress in Texas. Perhaps one day it
will even become the national champion.

Bob Burditt's baldcypress - I'm standing at the base
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Baldcypress with owner Bob Burditt

Prairie racerunner

Bronzed cowbird

Baldcypress lining river bank

Baird's rat snake

Cercis canadensis var. texensis - Texas redbud
leaves-more rounded than eastern redbud
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Large black walnut Real County
Bigtooth maple leaves
Here is a photograph of the smaller baldcypress
located near the big one.

Hill country, Real County

Ashe juniper

This smaller baldcypress has a trunk circumference
of 28'7".
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Re: Texas Hill Country
by Don » Tue Jan 26, 2016 9:50 pm
Larry Tucei wrote: The Texas Bald Cypress should
become the new National Champ in my book. It is
certainly larger than any I've ever seen. What a
Monster! Nice to see something from Texas not much
has been posted from that area. A century ago East
Texas had some of the largest trees in the south.
Giant Pine was everywhere as well as Cypress and
Live Oak
Larry, attaching the only current listed national
champion baldcypress, that includes a photo, below
(the MS co-champion didn't)...I'll spare you my tirade
on multi-stemmed entries on the Register...

Mississippi Co-Champion Baldcypress
I've zoomed in Mark's photo above, on the sign (must
be tall Texan's that hung that one!), and it looks like
it would have 545 AF formula points. With
Louisianna's twin being likely measured at breast
height, it was AF formula-ed at 762 points, MS's
single was likely measured at breast height at 758
points. What is your opinion on the real and true
national champion baldcypress, when circumference
is measured at the point where the tree's bole goes
columnar?

Current National Register Louisiana Baldcypress
photo...
It's challenging National Co-Champion from MS
does have the following photo associated with it, in
the MS STATE Big Tree Register...
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Re: Clinometer Errors and
Calibration
by Matt Markworth » Sun Jan 31, 2016 3:36 pm
NTS,
I encourage anyone with a clinometer to run the test
described by Ed in this
thread: http://www.nativetreesociety.org/measure/suu
nto_clinometer_testing.htm.
Bob also created a really nice illustration with an
accompanying formula, which appears earlier in this
thread. I have included it here as well:

Mark's Texas Baldcypress photo
Here's how non-standard form candidates used to be
measured for circumference...

I ran this test with my Suunto clinometer recently. I
used two white poles (goal posts on two football
fields that are next to each other) and blue painter's
tape to mark the poles. The poles make it very easy to
hold the clinometer steady. The two poles are 84.4
meters apart. Having poles at a far distance like this
is helpful because it will be easier to uncover if the
clinometer is reading high or if it's reading low.
Although, you don't want the poles too far apart
because then it becomes harder to see the target.

A photo from the Texas State Registry webpage...

I've not seen any re-measurements done by AF
Cadre, but I'm just saying, these are all
"gobsmackers" and eventually subject to nonstandard form measuring guidelines...

I placed blue tape at eye level on the first pole and
shot to the second pole. Blue tape was placed on the
second pole where the clinometer read 0 degrees. I
went to the second pole and placed the clinometer
next to the blue tape and shot back to the first pole
and found the place on the pole that read 0 degrees.

Don Bertolette
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The 0 degrees reading corresponded with the blue
tape, so my Suunto is dead level. Because it's a
mechanical device with the weight of the wheel
always pointing down, it should also be accurate at
all angles. I think that testing an electronic clinometer
in a similar manner is also a good idea, although
errors in an electronic clinometer can vary depending
on the steepness of the angle. In my case, comparing
an electronic clinometer to the Suunto serves as a
good test at various angles.

Service, and a number of local volunteers...they offer
us in-kind contributions such as conference rooms for
in-class instruction, agency transportation and
permission for access to agency lands.
I'm sure that this might be more than what you
wanted to know. We try to make them central, so that
individuals attending the workshops can afford to
travel (by car, bus, plane, etc.) to them. So far, the
workshops have been with no cost to attend (might
have to bring your own lunch bag for field
sessions). If you thought there were others you know
that would be seriously interested, I could contact old
friends on the Plumas Ranger District and see if there
was any support, interest in Quincy.

If you shoot back to the first pole and 0 degrees is
somewhere different than the blue tape, then add a
second piece of blue tape to the pole wherever the
reading is 0 degrees. If the second piece of blue tape
is below the first, then the clinometer reads high. If
the second piece of blue tape is above the first, then it
reads low. The error can be found by measuring the
distance between the poles, the distance between the
two tape marks on the first pole, and using Bob's
formula.

Failing that, in view of your interest in attending the
local community college (Feather River/Peralta?),
I've an idea. We have a Cadre apprentice program
which we could adapt for you (not sure how much
geometry/trigonometry you've had), which if handled
right could provide you with "independent study"
classes if the college has such opportunities, with
exercises, quizzes, field labs, and exams.

Matt Markworth

Something to think about !

Re: Update on American
Forests Big Tree Program

Want to get a head start? Take a look at our online
American Forests Measuring Guidelines at:
http://www.americanforests.org/wpconte%20...%20nes_LR.pdf
Some crucial concepts to grasp there are:
1)differences between the Sine Method and the
Tangent Method, 2)single-stem versus multistemmed trees.

by Don » Tue Feb 02, 2016 12:09 am
DuncanI've been peripherally involved in several of the
Cadre workshops, and can answer some of your
questions. Regarding updates, I'll leave that up to
Bob to reply as he is the most current on the next few
workshops to take place.

-Don

As to the West Coast, we are hoping to have one in
the West but none are in the immediate 2016
picture...these things take quite a bit of advance work
and coordination with a lot of people. We in the core
Measuring Guidelines Working Group are all
volunteers, as are the National Cadre. We have
managed to coordinate a half dozen
workshops across the East and parts of the midWest, by virtue of land management agencies (in the
case of Durango, Colorado) such as the local Forest
Service Supervisors Office, the Colorado Forest
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Upside down trees
by sam goodwin » Sun Jan 31, 2016 12:54 pm
On 1/30/16 we visited the MASS MoCA in North
Adams, MA. In 1999, Natalie Jememijenko, planted
6 Fire Maple trees upside down and the exhibition is
called Tree Logic. One website called them Sugar
Maples. There is a geocache placed nearby that
highlights the trees. This was the first time I have
heard about them. I took some photos and the MASS
MoCA's website has their photos showing the trees in
bloom. One shows them with green leaves and one
shows red leaves. Sam Goodwin
ATTACHMENTS

Nannyberry in Michigan
by DougBidlack » Sun Jan 31, 2016 6:23 pm
NTS, on the 30th of December of 2015 I had some
time before dark to measure some nannyberries
(Viburnum lentago) along Wildwing lake in
Kensington Metropark which is in Milford. The
tallest was 1.49' x 34' 8". I'll leave it to Jess to say if
this is the tallest we know about so far. It is certainly
a species that we rarely measure. Below is a really
bad picture in the fading light against the lake
background. The tallest one is in the center. I'll try
and get better shots of this guy in the future.
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NTS, while back in Michigan for Christmas and New
Years I had the chance to get out one day and
remeasure the height of the tallest known redcedar in
the state. I wanted to remeasure it because I now had
my TruPulse 200X with me and I wanted to see the
difference between my earlier measurement with the
Nikon 440 and clinometer. I also wanted a rock solid
height measurement of this nice tree. Here is
another, rather poor, shot of this redcedar on the 30th
of December.

I like this species quite a bit as we had one in the
frontyard for a number of years while I was growing
up in Michigan. My mom dug it up as a very small
tree from the 'ditch' out along the gravel road. In my
experience they only occur in moist soils like in
'ditches' or along all manner of wetlands or lakes. I
have never seen one here in Massachusetts although
other Viburnums are very common in this state (MA)
and it makes me wonder if nannyberries prefer very
rich, less acid soils with plenty of Calcium like in
Michigan. The plants are easy to spot even in Winter
because of their very distinctive buds. They remind
me a little of duckheads.
Doug

With the TruPulse 200X the height came out to 85' 5"
or about 6" taller than my previous measurement. I
almost was satisfied with a height of 85' 2" but I
checked another sprig that was off to the right and
looked slightly shorter. It was actually 3" taller and I
remember when I checked it via laser + clinometer in
June 2015 that both sprigs lined up perfectly with the

Re: Michigan Eastern Redcedar
by DougBidlack » Sun Jan 31, 2016 5:57 pm
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clinometer and the laser gave me the same distance
for both sprigs.
While walking out I decided to check two other tall
redcedars. The first measured 4.56' x 81' 4". So, a
second eastern redcedar over 80'! Here is a picture of
it at the edge of a wetland.

Doug

The third tree measured 5.03' x 76' 7". It is in the
center of the picture below.
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Reading the Forested
Landscape
by adam.rosen » Mon Feb 01, 2016 9:11 am

This is a panorama shot of the oldest one, with 8' 3"
CBH, and I estimate 80-90 tall. This is the one that
leans west.

OK, this panorama shot is weird. The tree in the
back has 11 feet of tape measure along the
base. This is my low tech/high tech measurement
method, which involves printing the photo, using 11
feet of tape measure to create a scale, and then
measuring tree height. However, "objects in this
mirror may be larger than they seem" so it is not
accurate. This tree is at least 90 feet tall, and 8' 6"
CBH.
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Here is a standing hemlock snag. Straight line storm
damage, but how long does it take for a hemlock to
develop tree fungus like this?
This one is here so you can see the buttressed roots.

I think this picture captures some of the straight line
storm damage. This hillside faces west, and it is
windy here. Hard to say when this occured.
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A good way to see the trees and see what is not
there. you can walk a mile in this woods without
seeing a stone wall, which is rare in New England.

This is a dead, decaying down hemlock. There are
several in various stages of decompostion.

I hope you can see the older bark characteristics.

This one is the elder in this grove, but not the
larger. It really has a lean, west, toward the
weather. What other than a cyclonic storm could
cause this?
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That's my daughter, picture posted with permission.

This would be a basal scar, on the very edge of this
grove.
I've been enjoying exploring a grove near my house
that the East Montpelier Trail Network naively refers
to as "Old Growth Hemlock". When an ENT sees
this term bandied about, it is a case for either prove
or disprove. In this case, I've used Tom Wessels'
book Reading the Forested Landscape and another
publication, "Characteristics of Old Growth Forests"
by the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources. The
canopy in this grove is simply not high enough for
old growth forest, even on a steep hillside that faces
the windy west. I have compared my photographs
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from here with those from Lord's Hill, Gifford
Woods and Billings Farm and can see the canopy is
just plain old lower in this grove-but it still is the
highest canopy in town. However, there are many
wonderful characteristics of a forest in a mature
second growth with limited disturbance for a period
of time. Some of the characteristics are of course
coarse woody debris, buttressed roots and twisted
trunks, and mature bark that just doesn't look like
adolescent bark.

(but carefully, with horses, no basals scars are
visible).
I hope you enjoy the post. Any ENT with a fancy
Nikon Laser tool can get a guided tour and we can
determine that actual height of these trees.

I've also notices that this area is a habitat for pileated
woodpeckers, the presence of cavity trees, the
absence of double trunked trees and basal scars, and a
delightful mix of younger and older trees. There are
no stumps, nor are there the characteristics of trees
that grew out of stumps. Wessels encourages New
Englanders to look for signs of straight line storms,
particular evidence from a line of whoppers in 1985,
and also evidence of cyclonic wind from the 1937
hurricane. Not to be too forensic, but the I think the
oldest tree in this grove (evidence for this is the
quality of bark and the 40 feet of straight bole in the
trunk) leans away from the weather, leaning west. I
used a tape measure as a plumb bob to demonstrate. i
wonder if this tree was knocked of kilter all the way
back in '37. There are also several snapped off trees
that must have succumbed to a straight line storm,
but when, I could not tell you. How does one age a
hemlock snag? At a nearby park, just two miles
away, the forest ranger counted rings on a 2' 6"
hemlock stump and got 197, so I think some of these
trees might actually be that old, but I really can't say.
For data, I have measured three trunks of hemlocks,
and got CBH of 8', 8' 3" and 8' 6". Using my crazy
tape measure/photograph/print and measure I found
one hemlock to be 80' and another 90'. I think there
may be other taller trees in the grove. There is
limited diversity, but one shagbark hickory looked
large and healthy, and I also found a yellow birch that
seems to have been struggling along under this
canopy for 100 years or so. From it's size and quality
of bark, it reminds me of the yellow birch that grew
around Camel's Hump after a huge fire in the
1890's. I estimate this hemlock grove to be 100-150
years old, and that it was primarily seeded from a
mast year of hemlock. I suspect maple and other
hard woods were selectively logged out at some point
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Tree Measurement Notation and
the public

For presenting information to the public, though
(which will probably be increasingly important in
filling out the potential of NTS's mission) it becomes
necessary to shave off a bit of that nuance. My
suggestion is that for circumference, it's most
appropriate to notate in inches or feet+inches. The
public understands that and it avoids any confusion
with the use of decimal points. For height and spread,
however, I'd propose that we should round to whole
feet. Most state champion listings already do so.
Some of us may already be in this or similar practice,
but I think that we should collect our thoughts,
examine any possible objections and alternatives, and
from that it may be appropriate for the AF guidelines
working group to add a section clarifying the subject
to the official AF measurement guidelines document.

by Erik Danielsen » Mon Jan 25, 2016 1:49 pm
In my recent work measuring trees with David Burg
of WildMetro in NYC, a concern has come up that I
think would be worth a conversation and perhaps
establishing some standard practices. Part of
WildMetro's mission is communicating to the public
about natural resources in NYC, so of course David
wanted to convey my measurements of the large
white oaks we measured along with the photos he
took. I presented them as I normally would here with
everything written as feet and tenths-of-a-foot, for
example 15.9'cbh, 87.6' high, 123.2'ACS, etc. David
responded that he found this notation confusing and
asked for clarification, and further noted that
members of the general public could be expected to
find this confusing as well. 15.9'cbh might be
interpreted as 15' 9", for example.
Driving this point home, a simultaneous conversation
in the comments on one of Matt Markworth's
facebook photos involved David posing that same
issue, and was promptly told by an NTS facebook
member that such notation was, in fact, "slang" for
feet and inches, rather than feet and tenths-of-a-foot
(which I'm sure we all understand is the actual case).
Clearly, even within our own community there is
some presence of confusion on this point.
I'll post a screenshot here of the conversation as Matt
and Eli stepped in with corrections. I stand in
agreement with the fact that the existing notation is
the most practical we have for use within the BBS
(site reports, etc.), for scientific papers, etc. We're all
used to thinking in terms of feet, and we can all
mentally divide a foot into tenths. In addition, we all
understand the limits of accuracy in our measurement
techniques, and that "87.9' high" means the tree is
almost definitely between 87 and 88 feet tall, leaning
strongly toward 88, with significant potential
variances up up to a foot or two. Certainly we
understand that we don't mean that the tree is
certifiably 87 feet and 9/10 tall to the dot, much less
87 feet and 9 inches tall (with exception to, for
example, Bob putting Zeus on the tripod and giving
us numbers to the centimeter).
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Re: Tree Measurement Notation and
the public

dimensions: Circumference - 16'10", height 92',
Average crown spread 100', maximum spread 122'.

by Don » Mon Jan 25, 2016 4:53 pm

The vertical line on the trunk is the result of an old
lightning strike. The wound is quite a bit wider than it
appears in the photograph and the exposed wood is
decaying. It has had a lightning protection system for
many years but vandalism had rendered the system
useless. Recently a new lightning protection system
was installed so for now it has some protection.
Lightning is a big problem here in Iowa and is one of
the biggest factors limiting tree height.

EricA well though-out post on a topic not often
addressed.
Ultimately, the devices we measure with come in
units of feet, and decimal feet. This comes not from
AF or NTS originally, but traditional units of
measurement for foresters and surveyors for
hundreds of years . Decimal units provide a more
simple means of dividing and multiplying than feet
and inches.
And David and Tom's confusion is just that...feet and
decimal feet is American Standard, not metric
measure.
My suggestion is that rather than change traditional,
accepted and convenient measurement units to reduce
their confusion, that we use this as an opportunity to
educate them. Worst case scenario, they continue to
utilize the feet and inches units for WildMetro, which
is their prerogative, and appropriate to their
audience. But not ours. Their's is a provincial usage,
ours is national.
If they venture very far into the big tree world, they
will benefit. Americans have resisted going metric
for decades now, and are being drug into it against
their will. But it is inevitable. Already, researchers of
all fields across the globe have accepted the metric
system of measurement. It's only a matter of time.
-Don Bertoltte

Attachments

Nice Iowa Walnut
by Iowa Big Tree Guy » Wed Feb 10, 2016 11:39
pm
Standing on the University of Iowa Campus is a large
black walnut that was nominated in the Iowa Big
Tree Program back in 1979. Although it has been the
state champion for several years it wasn't the largest
known walnut in Iowa back in 1979. It was a
respectable walnut then with a circumference of
12'6''. It has grown considerably in the thirty six years
since it was nominated. I measured the tree in
September of 2015 and found it to have the following
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Moravian Cemetery, Staten Island, NY
by Erik Danielsen » Sat Feb 13, 2016 8:12 pm
Just 4 blocks from my home is Moravian Cemetery, a
fairly large and old cemetery with quite a variety of
trees. Strolling through the cemetery the largest trees
are a couple chunky tulips, many red and white oaks,
a ginko, a few fat european beech, and of course the
ubiquitous london planetrees. None of those are
exceptional for their species and open environment,
except perhaps a london plane and a scarlet oak that
may be of exceptional girth (due to the very cold
temperatures today I kept actual girth measurement to
a minimum). More interesting are the cemetery's
uncommon nonnative species.
It'll be easier to parse out what's present here when
the leaves start emerging, but I took the time to
measure and observe a few trees on my way through
the cemetery, headed to High Rock Park. One
specimen new to me was a european Silver Fir (Abies
alba) measuring 76.6' tall. Next to this tree were a
few Western Redcedars and a Douglas Fir. The
Western Redcedar measured 8.4'cbh and the Douglas
Fir 6.5'cbh. I neglected to measure their height as the
silver fir distracted me, but I'll certainly get those
next time.
The next very interesting tree is a magnolia of some
sort. I'm hoping someone here can help me with the
identification. Measurements- 51.2'/7.3'cbh
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You can zoom in on this image and see the winter
buds.

Bark and trunk form.

As I got towards the back of the cemetery at the edge
of the woods, I noted many American Bladdernut
husks on the ground. I have yet to learn the form of
the shrub/tree they came from. There was an
additional mystery tree here, about a dozen trees up
to a foot thick and maybe 50 feet tall, with thickly
ridged light gray bark that I would have assumed to
be cottonwood- except that their bare branches bore
many little clusters of dark shriveled fruits. I'm really
lost with that one, for now, but I photographed an
unfamiliar leaf from the ground nearby.

A seedpod
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Some Strangler Figs (Ficus spp.)
by tsharp » Sun Feb 14, 2016 10:27 pm
NTS: Susan and I spent the last week of January
(2016) in Costa Rica. It was our second visit and we
conveniently missed the big snow that dumped 20-40
inches of snow in many parts of the West Virginia.
Our first visit(2014) taught me the importance of the
Ficus genus in ecosystems encountered. I paid more
attention to them this time.
The Ficus genus is in the Moraceae family. There are
800+ species word wide with about 150 in the new
world. Many of them are in the subgenus urostigma the Strangler Figs. I also believe this subgenus
includes the the species known as Banyans.
They are a hemiepiphyte and begin life as a liana
after germinating in a crevice or crotch of a tree.
They first send aerial roots down to the ground and
after rooting start to take over the canopy by growing
upward. The host tree has to compete for sunlight and
moisture in the crown and moisture and nutrients
from the competing root systems. After the host tree
is dead many of the "Stranglers" have put on enough
wood to be a free standing tree and possibly has
grown into the canopy of the original host tree
neighbors. 79.1' was the tallest free standing
"Strangler" measured.
I saw some areas in which the Strangler Figs my have
been in 20-30 percent of the crowns.

View of the branching structure.

The main purpose of of this series of pictures is to
illustrate some of the difficulties in measuring such
trees.
The first four pictures show the growth progression
of these figs.
1. Fairly new tendrils/lianas sent to root in the
ground.

The unfamiliar leaf. Or it could be beech. Just
seemed a little different.
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4. A smaller tree completely rotted away and the fig
producing a "lattice" like trunk allowing it to be free
standing

2. Starting to envelop the host tree trunk.

5. This trunk has at least two and maybe three other
liana species incorporated in its trunk

3.The host tree is near the end of its life and has
mostly rotted away.
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6. Two interior views of a (Stangler) once the host tree is gone.

7. Some of them are like "Stove Pipes" with a view to the heavens.
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8. This view is for size perspective.

?
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Florida has two Ficus species listed in the AF big tree
lists. Anyone want to guess how they were
measured?
After a visit to Hawaii, Bob L. expressed his opinion
on the inappropriateness of the present AF measuring
system for such trees.
I agree !!! It seems like a necessary NTS project?

fir mixed with them, and lodgepole pine flanked the
wet areas along the streams. The forest was often
dense with three and four foot diameter firs almost
piled on top of each other, but large openings were
also common.

All pictures were taken by Susan Sharp in various
parks and reserves in the Santa Elena'/Monteverde
area of the Guanacaste Province in Costa Rica. The
parks are located on the west slopes of the Tilaran
Mountains between 4500-5500 feet elevation.
I will post later on some other species measured.

Mount Pleasant Research Natural
Area, CA
by Jess Riddle » Wed Feb 17, 2016 8:03 pm
A few years ago I had an opportunity to explore the
Mount Pleasant Research Natural Area
(http://www.fs.fed.us/psw/programs/rna/mount_pleas
ant.shtml). The unusual dominance, fast growth, and
abundant reproduction of red fir set apart the area as
exceptional and prompted the Forest Service to set it
aside for research. Located within the Bucks Lake
Wilderness Area in the northern Sierras, the area
receives over 80 inches of precipitation each year,
which by the beginning of April leads to an average
snow pack of eight feet. Despite lying adjacent to the
rugged North Fork of the Feather River gorge, gentle
slopes make up most of the RNA and generally range
between 6000 and 6800’ elevation.

Red fir (Abies magnifica)

When I visited, I found a stunning turquoise forest
framed by brilliant azure skies and abundant
wildflowers. Bright yellow wolf lichens on maroon
trunks completed the palette. As advertised, red fir
dominated. At the lower end of the watershed, white
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Sierra shootingstar (Dodecatheon jeffreyi)

White marsh marigold (Caltha leptosepala)
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Fivestamen miterwort (Mitella pentandra)

Typical red fir stand with wolf lichen (Letharia
vulpina) extending down the trunks to the level of the
snowpack
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Cluster of large red firs

*outside of research natural area
MountPleasantRNAmeasurements.JPG
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Some of the largest red firs

207.7' tall red fir center background
Jess Riddle
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Re: Mount Pleasant Research
Natural Area, CA

time of climate change which makes the "usual"
snowpack seem surprising)
7)Snowpack is usually between 8 and 13 feet (2.54m) [Barbour; Rundel].

by Don » Thu Feb 18, 2016 5:49 pm
Jess/DuncanBack in the early 1990's, I was detailed from the
Daniel Boone NF to an Old-growth Timber Inventory
detail (the juxtapositioning of old-growth and timber
was not lost on me) in several of the national forests
in northern California. One of the stands we visited to
"calibrate" our definition of old-growth was on the
western slope of Mt. Lassen (east of Red Bluff, CA)
and was a pure stand of Shasta red fir. It appeared to
be even-aged. There was no understory. Considerable
'coarse, woody debris' was present. The mean dbh
was around 48" with not much variation larger or
smaller. It was assumed to be the first "climax" stand
following a historic ash fall disturbance. At the time
the operating standard for "True Old-growth" was
Oliver and Larson's Forest Stand Dynamics. True
old-growth in their view is that cohort that follows
the first generation after the disturbance. The stand
we saw on the western slope of Mt. Lassen was the
first generation cohort, and didn't meet the O and L
standard for True Old-growth.
Because this detail occurred in the summer of 1990, I
can no longer recall more specifically where this
stand was. After some searching, I have run across
some salient 'facts' that may be of interest in this
thread:
1)Much of the red fir in northeastern California is
considered to be Abies maginifica, var. shastensis,
and commonly called Shasta red fir.
2)It's a native, long-lived conifer that ranges between
66' and 198' in height [Franklin; Munz; Spies;
Lanner; Sorensen]
3)Cones are up right on the upper branches and are
up to 9 inches (23 cm) long [Lacke; Lanner].
4)Mature trees can grow to a d.b.h. of 8.5 feet (2.6
m) [Arno].
5)In the upper montane coniferous forests, California
red fir is an overstory dominant on mesic sites
[Bancroft; Barbour]. Canopies can be open or
closed, and understory vegetation is variable but
generally sparse [Rundel; Sawyer].
6)California red fir is a climax species nearly
everywhere it is found.
and lastly (I add because it's winter now, and in a

I recognize that the term "climax" fell out of favor,
for what I consider to be politically driven, and
myself not being politically driven, I retain "climax"
as an appropriate term, until a better one supplants it.
Specific citations can be found in the online
reference I consulted at:
http://eol.org/pages/1061727/details, aka
Encyclopedia of Life
including the following map depicting the species
range extents:

Don Bertolette - President/Moderator, WNTS BBS
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West Fork Chattooga River Pines,
Georgia

ourselves in the midst of the finest shortleaf pine
stand I have ever seen. Hardwoods dominated the
short, steep, north facing slope on one side of the
cove, but towering shortleafs covered the gentle
south facing slope on the other side. Tuliptrees,
white oak, and a few white pine grew amongst them,
but the shortleafs had simply outgrown the
tuliptrees. However, the most impressive tree in the
stand may be a pitch pine that doesn’t branch for over
90’.

by Jess Riddle » Thu Feb 18, 2016 10:51 pm
Nts,
Three states may claim parts of the Chattooga River,
but the watershed really belongs to the conifers. The
view from any overlook reveals a sea of white
pine. Look closer and oaks are similarly abundant,
but there are also table mountain pines, normally a
scarce species, clinging to the high rocky
ridges. Lower down, shortleaf pine thrives and pitch
pine is scattered throughout.
Conifers are not simply abundant; they really like it
in the Chattooga. While the Smokies hog most of the
height records for montane species, the Chattooga
conifers can go toe-to-toe with the Smokies. The
hemlock height and volume records have bounced
back and forth between the Smokies and the
Chattooga. The pitch pine height record has gone
from the Smokies to the Chattooga. Shortleaf pine
from the Chattooga to the Smokies. The Virginia
pine height record somehow escaped from the
Chattooga to a nearby area of South Carolina, but the
table mountain pine record remains in the Chattooga.

WestForkChattoogaMeasurements

The watershed is less hospitable to
hardwoods. While there are a few stands with
significant individuals, the Chattooga is not the place
to see north facing coves with towering trees and an
abundance of showy herbs. It is mostly white pine
that lights up the LiDAR canopy height maps. So
when aerial photographs revealed a cluster of high
hits in a south facing cove to be hardwoods, it
seemed doubly odd. A friend and I investigated, and
found a stand of young, vigorous tuliptrees. They
were consistently over 140’ tall with a few over 150’
making this one of the tallest hardwood stands in the
watershed. However, the tall oaks and hickories that
I had hoped would be amongst them were largely
absent. My friend wanted to take a different route
out, which is when things really got interesting and
the Chattooga once again showed its true colors.
Where the typically steep descent down to the West
Fork of the Chattooga took a break, we found
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6’5” cbh x 141.5’ tall shortleaf pine

7’0” cbh x 133.6’ tall shortleaf pine
The site now contains the four tallest known shortleaf
pines in Georgia, and the second, third, and forth
tallest NTS has recorded anywhere. The two largest
shortleafs should also qualify as state co-champions
once spreads are measured. The pitch pine is the
tallest on record by four feet.
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New height record pitch pine, 7’4” cbh x 146.4’ tall

New height record pitch pine, 7’4” cbh x 146.4’ tall
Jess
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"The Crooked Pine Tree" (Franklin,
MA)
by CPT1984 » Sun Feb 14, 2016 1:09 am
I want to share this White Pine with which I have a
long history. I am a novice when it comes to
estimating tree measurements, but the size of this tree
inspired me to do a little online research to see how it
compares to other trees in the area - apparently it's
pretty big for Eastern Mass. I named it when I was
about 6 years old, and you can see why in the
pictures:
The girth is ~8'6" - I measured it prior to reading
about the 4.5' standard height on theses forums.

Shot of the full tree, facing SW from 150' away.

Shot of the full tree, facing SE from ~105' away

At this location I estimated the tree's height using the
tangent method. From here, I guessed I'd have about
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a 45 degree angle to the top of the tree, and I still
have uncertainty with the angle of elevation. Using
the spirit level app on my phone and the lock
function, I found an angle of 47 deg. I verified this
with a second tester. Incorporating the 150' distance
and my 5'8" eye height, the estimated height is over
166'! Bear in mind, I'm fully aware that this may be a
very high estimate - I'm quite a novice and certainly
want to caution against anyone taking my amateur
estimates too seriously - I'm only reporting the most
conservative result I could produce using the only
method I know.
Facing West, 100-200' away

The Crooked Pine Tree grows in the middle of a
small high-ground patch surrounded by wetlands that
flood multiple times annually. It dwarfs all the trees
in its immediate vicinity. The ~5 acres of (remaining)
woods around it are mostly wetlands or bordering
areas and also border a marsh. There are a dozen or
more other impressive trees of various species around
the area, but the Crooked Pine Tree was always my
favorite.

Here is a shot from 1988 - unfortunately I could not
find any significantly older pictures of the full tree,
but you can see 28 years of growth at the base. The
uprooted trees were all over the woods in the wake of
Hurricane Gloria at this time.
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Part 1- Carara NP: Costa Rica/Panama
tree hunt March 2015

Carara indeed! Tarcoles River
"Carara" is said to mean "crocodile infested river".
Indeed.

by Will Blozan » Tue Feb 16, 2016 1:58 pm
Costa Rica/Panama superlative tree hunt: Part one,
Carara National Park, CR
NTS,
This will be the first installment of a summary of a
superlative tree hunt from March 17-27, 2015.
Expedition members were Bart Bouricius, Jess
Riddle, and myself. Bart, being familiar with the area
of Costa Rica, set up locations and arranged for
guides into remote parts of Panama.
I arrived a few days before Jess so Bart and I hit up
Carara National Park, just a 40 minute drive or so
from his home in Alto Del Monte. He has already
written about the park and the reports can be found
here:
http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=93&t=5970
http://www.costaricabureau.com/nationalparks/ca
rara.htm

Park map from website
Our goal was to remeasure the exceptional Pterygota
excelsa, or “Probado” tree and explore and identify
other species for an initial Rucker index. Also, with
my reticle in hand, we aimed to do a preliminary
volume modeling of a giant “Espave”, Anacardium
excelum, or wild cashew. I also succeeded in getting
a few tick bites that still itch to this day…
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Unknown fruit
Armed with the TruPulse 360 and Nikon 440 we
went in and spent time getting detailed
remeasurements and crown spreads on previously
measured trees. As we explored more of the park we
found the Pterygota trees were without a doubt the
tallest emergent in the lower floodplain. They were
easy to find as they had just dropped most of their
leaves, which littered the forest floor. Unfortunately,
visitors are forbidden to explore off trail so 99.5% or
of this 11,600 acre (4,700 ha) park is yet unexplored.
In fact, the trees posted herein are within but a 50
acre (20 ha) area.
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Typical buttresses
Tallest Probado crown

As Bart has mentioned, he is on the hunt for
emergent species over 150’ (46 m) tall. Based on
what we found during this expedition- it is likely
Central America has hundreds of species over 150’
(46 m) tall. As the trip went on, our threshold rose
accordingly and trees of several species were passed
up if they did not exceed 180’ (55 m).
We went directly to the tallest Pterygota and after an
hour or so nailed its dimensions to 12’6” CAB X
207.2’ (3.85 m CAB X 63.15 m) with average crown
spread of 88’ (26.8 m) (max 107.5’ (32.8 m)). As
with all these buttressed trees, girth measurements
are above the buttress unless otherwise stated. Thus
CAB= circumference above buttress.
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Bart and the base of tallest Probabdo
We poked around for some other trees and found
multiple 180’ (55 m)+ Pterygota specimens as well
as some other trees we took waypoints of for a return
visit later in the trip. Bart showed me a decent Cebo
(Ceiba petrandra) tree which I measured the crown
spread at 175’ (53.3 m) with the TP 360 (I seem to
recall the height was the same…). Longest branch
was 128’ (39 m) and completely spanned the river it
shaded. This immense branch came off the trunk at
about 85’ (26 m) if I remember correctly. The rest of
the day was spent getting volume measurements of a
huge wild cashew by the river. In fact, the only clear
shot for most of the tree was from a spot standing in
the river.

Wild cashew detail
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Bart at base of huge cashew

Huge trunk of giant cashew
Common basilisk or “Jesus Christ” lizards scampered
across the water as I sought a reticle location in the
river. We established mid-slope and the CBH of this
beast was 25’5” (7.75 m). The trunk forked at 18.5’
(5.63 m) where it was still 7.75’ (2.36 m) diameter.
Two leads went up from there at 4.75’ (1.45 m) and
5.75’ (1.75 m) in diameter. The stouter lead reach
174’ (53 m) tall whereas the smaller lead went to
155’ (47.2 m). Both exploded into massive branches
which are not included in the volume estimate. Based
on what we could get given the poor visibility and
epiphytic growth, basic trunk volume without
branches is a whopping 3,582 ft3 (101.4 m3). Total
tree volume would far surpass 4,000 cubic feet (113.2
m3).
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Ant nectaries and hollow thorns for housing on
"acacia"

Unknown beauty
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Really cool "helicoptering" seed
After the Panama trip to Amistad International Park,
we returned with Jess Riddle to do some more
measuring and try to ID some species. With Jess’
eagle eye we picked up several more tall species and
gathered photos and any samples for keying trees out.
A park ranger was met and he helped with one
towering tree ID- a wild tamarind soaring to 181.3’
(55.26 m). Next to this tree was an unknown fig that
topped out at 171’ (52.1 m). Not far down the trail
was another fig of unknown species that reached
178.7’ (54.5 m).
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Tall tamarind

Will and Jess measuring "fern tree" -Bart photo
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Me and the big Brosimum
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Bart and tall, free-standing fig (unknown)

Strangler fig getting started
All said and done, we ended up lacking one tree for
an emergent Rucker index. This was due mainly to
the limited area we could actually measure in,
dominance of the prior measured species, and lack of
ID skills for similar looking species. Regardless, the
Rucker 9 is a respectable 176.5. This will surely go
up if access to further reaches of the park can be
granted.
Species
Feet
Meters
Pterygota excelsa 207.2'
63.2 m
Uribea tamarindoides
181.3'
55.3 m
Unknown Ficus
178.7'
54.5 m
Ceiba pentandra
175'
53.4 m
Anacardium excelsum
174'
53.0 m
Unknown Ficus
171'
52.1 m
Brosimum alicastrum
168.7'
51.4 m
Schizolobium parahyba
168.3'
51.3 m
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Unknown Mimosaceae

165'

Re: Part 1- Carara NP: Costa
Rica/Panama tree hunt March
2015

50.3 m

Our exit was graced by playful white-faced capuchins
foraging in the trees, and iguanas everywhere. This
wild oasis in otherwise heavily farmed landscape is a
gem of the country, and will yield far more surprises
with more detailed and extensive searches. It is our
hope that NTS can get a research permit to get into
the forbidden depths of the park, where no doubt
more giants lurk.

by Will Blozan » Sat Feb 20, 2016 3:32 pm
“KoutaR wrote: Will, Super trees! Did you have
difficulties in finding the highest twig through the
rainforest canopy?”

Kouta,
Yes indeed! Fortunately, much of the forest outside
of Carara that we sampled was extremely steep,
which offered a high perch to see the tops. I would
say most numbers forthcoming in this report series
should be regarded as "not less than" due to the huge
crowns and intervening foliage. There were times I
had to use the Nikon 440 for distance just to
penetrate the clutter. For example, I was working and
working a top on a 220'+ tree and just knew there was
another tip behind the one I was shooting with the
TruPulse 360. Since it took me close to 1/2 hour to
find the microscopic window to even see the top I
pulled out the Nikon 440 and was able to isolate a top
~10' (3 m) further back, adding several feet to the
height. Of course, at the top of a slope the base often
would then be obscured. So spotters at the base and
reference tapes were utilized almost all the timeespecially since "midslope" was not obvious. I am
planning a separate post this weekend about the
challenge of midslope on buttressed tropical trees on
steep slopes.
For many trees, steep angles shot from near the base
and SINE corrected for slope was the way to go.
Then a basal spotter was used to get height below eye
to midslope. This was far faster and just as accuratebut also would be considered "not less than".
Capuchin munching some inflorescese
Will
Will, Bart, Jess
March 2015
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Seymour Woods State Nature Preserve
by Rand » Mon Feb 22, 2016 5:18 pm
Seymour Woods preservers a block of second growth
forest along the low slopes above the Olentangy
River between Delaware and the Columbus Metro
Area. The elevation change between the river and
the surrounding flat till plains is ~ 140'. The slope is
fairly gradual except for the areas cut by steep
ravines. US Rte 23 connects the two urban areas and
has seen rather intense development over the last 20
years or so. So while the Woods is a fairly average
second growth consisting of mainly red oak, white
oak, and hickory the preserve at least prevents the
whole area from going up in expensive housing:

8' 9.5" x 107' Red Oak
However, the preserve does have fairly old groves of
planted Red, Scots, and White pine planted adjacent
to each other, which makes for a nice curiosity in this
part of the state (The native forest is all
hardwoods). The bedrock is shale (it transitions to
limestone just a few dozen miles to the west) so the
white pines have done fairly well, with the general
height of pines ~ 115'-120' and 6'-7' cbh. A few
tuliptrees of identical size to the pines are sprinkled
in the grove, along with a few decidedly smaller
spruces (Norway I think).

North is to the top left
This pretty young Red Oak is about the best the place
has to offer:
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The other two pine species...not so much. Judging
by the abundant fallen pine trunks on the forest floor,
they used to cover the same area as the white pine,
but only a handful remain. The Scots Pines in
particular looked to be in delicate health, and may be
all gone in the next 5-10 years
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4' 11" x 85.5' scots pine

Red Pines
Anyway, I thought it would make for an interesting
point of comparison to the pines reported for the
cornel plantation:
http://ents-bbsorg.nativetreesociety.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=
7112&p=35988&hilit=scots+pine&sid=7589ea2fe5
dd5c5738ea22cf48d6c6de&sid=7589ea2fe5dd5c57
38ea22cf48d6c6de#p35988

4' 11" x 85.5' scots pine crown detail
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Trees around Charleston, SC
by DougBidlack » Sun Feb 21, 2016 7:33 pm
NTS,
my wife and I were lucky enough to have a
Conference in Savannah, Georgia earlier this month
and we took advantage by driving down so we could
have mini-vacations on either end of our
meeting. We first wanted to spend two days in and
around Charleston, SC. Ellen had never been to
Charleston and I only dimly recall having had a one
day meeting here when I lived 'upstate'. Naturally
Ellen wanted to see the city but I managed to
convince her that we also needed to see the Angel
Oak and Will told us that we should really see the
Edisto Nature Trail as well. Once we arrived we
discovered that the Middleton plantation was very
close and, more importantly, the Middleton
Oak...cool! As it turns out, the Middleton Oak was to
be our first treeish stop. Visiting the grounds was
actually rather expensive but for anyone wanting to
see this great oak as well as the surrounding area it
was very well worth it. A pond, a statue and of
course some spanish moss greeted us fairly early on.
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Ellen just loved the combination of Spanish moss and live oaks! Who doesn't?

Eventually we came upon the massive Middleton Oak. What a behemoth!
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On our second and last day in Charleston we drove towards Savannah after a lazy breakfast and a good deal more
strolling about the city. Our first stop was the Angel Oak. I think everyone here has seen pictures of this amazing
tree but it still has to be seen to be truly appreciated. The crown is just fantastic! Unfortunately they didn't want
anyone using tripods but here are a couple of my handheld pictures anyway. The first is with my wife Ellen.
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The next two pictures were taken by Ellen using her iphone and she was just playing around with getting panorama
pictures.

We then drove to the Edisto Nature Trail that Will had told us to visit because we would be able to see spruce pines
and slash pines here. These two species are not found in Congaree National Park and we were planning on visiting
that wonderful place after our Conference. Unfortunately I didn't do a good enough job of figuring out how to ID
either one of these trees before we arrived and so we tried figuring out what pines we were looking at as soon as we
got there. We thought the first pines were loblolly because of the length of the needles but for some reason I had
thought that we would only encounter slash and spruce pines. So the short story is we thought we might be looking
at slash pines and I'm pretty sure these were all actually loblolly pines. Will later told us that slash pines really do
have significantly longer needles. Anyway here is a picture of Ellen with some loblolly pines...I think.
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Will and Tyler had also told us that South Carolina had one of their wettest years ever and that we might have to do
some wading at Congaree. We got some idea of what our future might hold in store for us here with a very flooded
boardwalk. We decided not to go wading on this day!

I was especially loving the dwarf palmettos as it gave this area a wonderful subtropical look. It was a way of saying
"you're not in Massachusetts anymore". Here is another shot of these wonderful plants waiting for the flood to
recede.
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So we turned back to the parking lot and decided to walk as far as we could along the other end of the loop before
the trail flooded out again. Luckily, we encountered some spruce pine this time including this beauty.

We had a thoroughly enjoyable time walking the Edisto Nature Trail and it gave us a nice intro to some of what we
would later see at Congaree where we would actually do some measuring. Yeah!
Doug
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Re: Winding Stairs Trail, Cherry
Hill Campground, SC

Pinus echinata 143.0'
Carya ovalis

by bbeduhn » Wed Feb 24, 2016 5:28 pm
Mockernut no longer holds the pole position at
Winding Stairs but still comes in a very respectable
second. There is a very rich thread of land which
follows two small, unnamed creeks at the edge of a
few switchbacks on the Winding Stairs Trail and then
crosses the trail at two points, above and below the
tall hickory. This band of richness harbors all of the
upland tall trees. The biggest surprises were the two
very tall shortleaf pines. Most of the upland
shortleafs run from 95' to 105'. The bottom of the
trail harbors a flat with multiple 120's and a 133'
shortleaf. I figured that would hold as the tallest. The
second tallest is a needle thin tree at about 4' cbh. The
tallest is solid at about 7' cbh. These are all new
measurements except for one red oak and the
mockernut.
Liriodendron tulipifera tulip
143.7' 143.3'

Quercus rubra 138.5'

140.2'
133.3'

Quercus rubra red oak
130.7' 130.6'

138.5' 137.5' 136.1'

Juglans nigra black walnut

130.3' 126.4'

Pinus echinata shortleaf
143.0' state record
(for about two weeks) 134.6' 125.0'
Fraxinus biltmoreana Biltmore ash 129.1' 126.4'
120.7'

Rucker list
Lirio tulip

157.4'

Carya alba

153.7'

133.3'

Pinus strobus

132.5'

Juglans nigra

130.3'

Fraxi biltmore

129.1'

Carya glabra

122.7'

Hickories dominate on many of these southern Blue
Ridge Escarpment sites. Pignut doesn't do as well at
Winding Stairs but mockernut is very much at home,
a home which may well be the finest spot for
mockernut hickory. 153.7' 133.7' 127.6' 126.1' 125.3'
123.8' 123.1' 123.0' - 8 mockernuts over 123'.

157.4' 156.9' 144.1'

Carya cordiformis bitternut

Carya cordif

R10 = 138.07'

Carya alba mockernut
153.7' state and
national record 133.7' 126.1' 123.8'
Carya ovalis red hickory

140.2'
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153.7' mockernut

138' red oak
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Cove Creek, Bradley falls, Polk
Co., NC

126.0' 122.7'
Quercus velotina black oak

126.8' 112.8'

Quercus rubra red oak

132.2' 120.3'

by bbeduhn » Fri Feb 26, 2016 1:47 pm
I had intended to do some measuring at Chimney
Rock State Park but when I arrived at the gate I was
notified that there was a trail closure due to ice, the
primary trail I would be using. Ice, really? I guess if
you pay admission you are not able to take risks like
trekking on a wide trail with a few patches of ice.

Liriodendron tulipifera tulip
145.0' 143.0' 140.0'

Carya alba mockernut hickory 118.3' 115.9'
Carya ovalis red hickory

I quickly recalled that Bradley falls wasn't all that far
away, so I headed there...and so did about 40 other
people. This is a popular trail which traverses a
portion of the Green River Gamelands. I intend to get
to the Green River at some point as well. The Bradley
Falls Trail goes in opposite directions from the
parking area, one direction to Little Bradley Falls and
another to Big Bradley Falls. I was immediately
struck by the prevalence of hemlock, which did not
appear to have been treated. Like I usually notice on
untreated hemlocks, these trees are somewhat
defoliated but most needle higher up in the crown are
present. They are not thriving but are doing better
than just hanging on. I noticed one dead hemlock out
of a few hundred or so. I didn't expect too much in
the way of tall hardwoods but one cove provided a
pleasant surprise. Most of the hardwood
measurements came from this one cove. Apparently,
there is some old growth below the falls. A rope is set
up to climb down the rockface next to the falls. I
didn't even approach the falls on this visit. I'll head
off trail next time and find a more gradual descent.

Fagus grandifolia beech

98.0'

Betula lenta black birch

96.1'

Aesculus flava yellow buckeye
Platanus occidentalis sycamore

93.0'
109.9' 109.6'

Fraxinus biltmoreana Biltmore ash 113.1'
Pinus echinata shortleaf pine
Pinus virginiana VA pine

Tsuga canadensis hemlock 132.7' 123.9' 123.2'
119.8' 117.9' 116.4' 116.0' 115.5'
139.1' 137.4' 130.5'

Robinia pseudoacacia blk locust 134.4' 125.9' 125.3'
Quercus alba white oak

105.7'

Magnolia acuminata cucumber 123.9'

Little Bradley Falls is mostly acidic. I didn't have
time to get all the way there so I'll revisit that section
of trail in the future as well. White pine tower over
the stream and are joined by hemlocks and some
hardwoods.

Pinus strobus white pine

151.1' 148.7' 148.3'

134.0' 127.7' 127.2'
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would later be Syracuse University and SUNY ESF.
There are still many old, picturesque White Oaks
there, but most of the original trees are gone; the
Labor Day Storm of 1998 seems to have destroyed
most of the oldest trees. Besides the abundant White
Oaks, there are many Red Oaks, Black Oaks, and
Hickories (that are difficult to identify), and also
some White Pine, Hemlock, Sugar Maple, Tuliptree.
Oakwood Cemetery has many exotics including
Larch, Douglas-fir, White Fir, Baldcypress, Dawn
Redwood, Yellowwood, Sweetgum, Gingko, Shingle
Oak, Pin Oak, and other trees.
In a lower area of the cemetery is a group of 3 fairly
large Baldcypress trees. These trees have been
mentioned in earlier NTS posts, and I last saw them
many years ago. They turned out to be larger and
taller than we expected. Elijah measured the biggest
and tallest Baldcypress (8’10” cbh) to a height of
88.7 ft., possibly tallest for this species in NY. I
measured the other 2 Baldcypresses to 83.5 ft., 77.7
ft.
I measured a typical rather slender White Oak to 82.8
ft. There are many, many other like it all around.
The more open-grown White Oaks of Oakwood
Cemetery are much shorter than the forest-grown
White Oaks of the Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak
Grove and North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove, and
they also appear to be younger than the White Oaks
of the North Syracuse groves. Few White Oaks in
Oakwood Cemetery seem to be as much as 200 years
old. The density of large White Oaks seems to be
lower than in Oakwood Cemetery in Chittenango, a
site surveyed by Elijah and me Jan. 17, 2016.

hardwood cove with 148' tulip in center
R10 = 129.82' so far

Oakwood Cemetery, Syracuse, NY

Back to Oakwood Cemetery, Syracuse – Elijah
measured a 6’3” cbh Gingko to 86.3 ft., an 8’9” cbh
White Oak to 92.2 ft. (one of the tallest White Oaks
in this cemetery). Elijah measured a Hickory (most
likely Pignut) to 101.8 ft., the only 100 ft. tree we
would measure in Oakwood Cemetery.

by tomhoward » Sun Feb 21, 2016 2:58 pm
NTS,
On Sunday, Feb. 7, 2016, Elijah Whitcomb and I
surveyed Oakwood Cemetery in Syracuse after
leaving the Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak Grove of
North Syracuse. The weather was sunny and with
temperature about 45 F, not at all like February.
Oakwood Cemetery is a garden cemetery established
in 1859 on rolling oak-forested hills south of what

I measured a Tuliptree, which looked taller than its
neighbors, to 90 ft., and I measured a White Oak,
which looked taller than its neighbors. to 72.8 ft.
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Re: Oakwood Cemetery,
Syracuse, NY

I counted about 120 mostly wide rings on a 15”
radius Oak stump. Elijah counted 150 wide rings on a
2 ft. 2 in. radius Oak stump.

by ElijahW » Sun Feb 28, 2016 10:17 am
We came upon a Hickory with rough bark, but with a
lighter color than most of the Pignut and Red Hickory
variants than we’ve seen. The bark is rougher than
Bitternut, but branches have smooth bark. This
Hickory has a lighter color than other Hickories. We
wondered if this could be Mockernut. Elijah
measured this tree to 5’10” cbh, and 95.3 ft. tall.
According to replies from the NTS Bulletin Board,
this is most likely a Red Hickory.

Tom, NTS,
The small grove of baldcypress at
Oakwood:

Near Comstock Ave. on the east side of the cemetery,
in sight of SU’s Manley Field House, are at least 2
Shingle Oaks. They look like Red Oaks, but with
smooth oval leaves, that to people up here, do not
look oak-like. The biggest, possibly the biggest in
Onondaga County, is 9’7” cbh, 74.4 ft. tall, with a
maximum crown spread of 67 ft.
Elijah measured a Pin Oak in this area, 11’6” cbh,
82.5 ft. tall.
Trees measured:
Baldcypress
88.7
tallest Baldcypress in NY, 83.5, 77.7
White Oak
82.8, 92.2, 72.8
Gingko
86.3
Pignut (?) Hickory
101.8
Mockernut (?) Hickory
95.3 most likely Red Hickory
Tuliptree
90
Shingle Oak
74.4
tallest Shingle Oak in NY
Pin Oak
82.5
Tom Howard
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Oakwood Cemetery, Chittenango,
NY

dbh) to a height of 83.8 ft.
Elijah measured a Red Maple (9’7” cbh, 36.6” dbh)
to 83.9 ft., a Norway Spruce (6’5” cbh, 24.5” dbh) to
94.1 ft.

by tomhoward » Sun Feb 21, 2016 2:18 pm
NTS,

Elijah measured one of the biggest White Oaks (a
tree with lime green tape around it, 13’2” cbh, 50.3”
dbh) to 94.3 ft. It is a beautiful tree with a big crown.

On Sunday, Jan. 17, 2016, a cold, cloudy day with a
thin slippery coating of snow on the ground, Elijah
Whitcomb and I explored Oakwood Cemetery in
Chittenango in Madison County. This is an old
historic cemetery on a gently sloping hill off Lake St.
off NY 5 just west of the main part of the village of
Chittenango. This was my first visit to this site. I first
heard of this site from a photo from the Syracuse
newspaper from Nov. 12, 1982, seen on microfilm at
OCPL Local History where I used to work. The
photo showed larger old-looking Oaks.

Elijah measured a Shagbark Hickory (6’1” cbh, 23.2”
dbh) to 92.8 ft, and another Shagbark Hickory near
this one (6’3” cbh, 23.9” dbh) to 98.1 ft.
Elijah measured a Sugar Maple (8’9” cbh, 33.4” dbh)
to 101.1 ft., the tallest tree we would measure at this
site, and the only 100 ft. tree measured at this site.
I measured a White Oak with balding bark to 92.2 ft.
Elijah measured a White Oak (9’1” cbh, 34.7” dbh)
next to Button grave to 98.1 ft. – this is the tallest
White Oak we would measure at this site.

It is an impressive site with a great many large old
partly open-grown White Oaks, seeming to be at least
150 years old, with the oldest trees possibly up to 200
years old. We were not able to get any age data at this
time. The oldest grave we found dates from 1833,
and many of the graves date from the 1860s,
including the grave of a young soldier in a Cavalry
regiment who died at a military hospital in the south
in 1864.

I measured a White Oak with balding bark in the
lower part of the site (a hollow near the road) to 88.1
ft. I measured another White Oak with balding bark
to 90.6 ft.
Elijah measured a big picturesque Red Oak with a
huge burl over 10 ft. up, and spiral grain trunk
(13’11” cbh, 53.1” dbh) to 73.3 ft. – it has a broken
top, and a Red Oak next to it (11’ cbh, 42” dbh) to
89.6 ft.

There are at least 100, possibly as many as 200 White
Oaks in this cemetery. At least 90% of the trees are
White Oaks. Other species include Red Oak, Red
Maple, Sugar Maple, Shagbark Hickory, Bitternut
Hickory (1 tree near exit), Basswood (1 tree near
exit), Norway Spruce. Some of the White Oaks seem
to have been planted (they were in a row), but most
do not appear to have been planted. Many of the
White Oaks have balding bark.

Tom Howard

Re: Oakwood Cemetery,
Chittenango, NY

Trees measured:
Big White Oak near fence in upper area – 12’6” cbh
(47.7” dbh)

by ElijahW » Sun Feb 28, 2016 10:26 am
NTS,

Red Oak next to just above – 10’9” cbh (41” dbh)

Some photos from Oakwood Cemetery, Chittenango:

I measured a typical White Oak (10.2 ft. cbh, 39.1”
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An ominous sign
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Notice the dominance of White oak
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Largest White oak

Red oak with large burl
Elijah
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Re: Whitesboro Red Oak, NY
by ElijahW » Sun Feb 28, 2016 10:37 am
NTS,
This oak has a very uniform, beautiful shape, and will be hard to beat for volume in NYS. My guess is that the
Howlands Island tree, while out-pointing it slightly, has a good bit less trunk volume, and not enough extra limb
volume to close the gap. Unfortunately for me, my Solo Vortex is broken, and any attempt at volume measurement
by me will have to wait for a repair. Here are a few photos of the tree, with Tom for scale:
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About: eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society
This magazine is published monthly and contains material that is compiled from posts made to the NTS BBS.
http://www.ents-bbs.org It features notable trip reports, site descriptions and essays posted to the BBS by NTS
members. The purpose of the magazine is to have an easily readable and distributable magazine of posts available
for download for those interested in the Native Tree Society and in the work that is being conducted by its members.
This magazine serves as a companion to the more formal science-oriented Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree
Society and will help the group reach potential new members. To submit materials for inclusion in the next issue,
post to the BBS. Members are welcome to suggest specific articles that you might want to see included in future
issues of the magazine, or point out materials that were left from a particular month’s compilation that should have
been included. Older articles can always be added as necessary to the magazine. The magazine will focus on the
first post on a subject and provide a link to the discussion on the website. Where warranted later posts in a thread
may also be selected for inclusion.
Edward Frank – Editor-in-Chief
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